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ABSTRACT 

The effects of soil aeration requirments on permissible drain spacing were analyzed for both equilibrium 
and transient drainage pr oblem. The presence of a zone of i nsufficient aer ation above the water table r equires 
that drain spacing must be narr ower than is ca l culated by classical techniques if the plant root zone is main
tained adequately aerated. 

A one-dimensional mode l was developed t o simulate drainage in soi l s where t he flow and storage in the cap
i llary r egion are significant . The contri bution of the capi l lary r egion was descri bed analytically in terms of 
the measureable soil properties and the rate of percolation to the water table . Drainage tests conduct ed in a 
sand-filled f lume confirmed that the numerical model adequately described the total f low system. 

Further analyses were conducted using the numerical model to determine the effects of bubbling presspre 
head and pore-size distribution on the position of the water table. These analyses showed t hat the water table 
i s always lower than predicted by methods that i gnore the capillary region . The l owering of the water tabl e by 
the presence of the capillary region i s increased by a higher bubbling pressure, a wider distribution of pore 
sizes, and a larger percolation rate. 

It was shown that the region of inadequate aeration is always t hicker than t he amount by which capillary 
flow lowers the water table . As a r esult , the depth of aerated soil is always less than predicted by t he 
classical drainage equations. 
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DRAINAGE DESIGN BASED UPON AERATION.!/ 

by Harold R. DukeY 

INTRODUCTION 

Although aeration of the crop root zone is one 
of the primary objectives of agricultural drainage , 
present methods of design consider this facto r only 
insofar as the depth of water table is specified . Any 
mathematical description of t he partially saturated 
region above the wat er t abl e so compl i cates the dif
ferentia l equations of f low that anal ytical solutions 
in closed form are impractical . Yet, i n many situa
tions, the region of capillary f l01<1 has a s i gnifi
cant, if not dominant, ef fect upon the performance of 
agri cultural drains . This i s particularly true in 
areas having f ine- textured soi l s and re l ative l y shal 
low aquifers . 

The equati ons resulting from cons i dering flow 
in the partial l y saturated region ar e highly nonl i 
near , second-order part ial differential equations. 
The recent generation of high -speed , large-capacit y 
digital computers has opened t he way for practical 
sol ut ions to equations of t his type . 

This study uti l izes a mathematical model based 
upon the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions to analyze 
t he combined effects of saturat ed and partial l y satu
rated flow upon the performance of drains in shallow 
aquifers. 

The ,primary objecti ves of this study are: 

l . To eva luate t he effect of soil capi llary 
paramet ers upon t he depth of soi l above 
the water table 1;hich has sufficiently l01; 
saturation t o permit adequate soil aera
tion . This eval uation requires determining 
t he effects of capillarity upon the f l ow 
and storage of water above the water table 
as well as upon the shape and potition of 
t he 1vater t able . 

2 . To il lust rate, f or the specif ic conditions 
analyzed, how consideration of soil aera
tion could influence t he des ign of drainage 
systems. 

3. To develop a computer sol ution that per
mits objectives (1) and (2) to be achieved 
and at the same time is sufficient l y simple 
and economical to be practical . 

Current technology could provide a more rigor
ous mathemat ical approach than has been attempted 
here, since this approach accepts the Dupuit-Forch
heimer approximation . However, it is questionable 
whether present techniques of fie l d eval uati on justi
fy a more rigorous appr oach . The predicted perfor
mance is shown to agree quite well wi th experimental 
data. This observat ion is accepted as evidence of 
the adequacy of the approach used . 

This s tudy is limited to shallow, horizontal 
aquifers underlain at uniform depth by an impermeabl e 
boundary . The drainage systems considered are restri 
ct ed to ful ly penetrat ing parallel open ditches of 
sufficient length that fluxes have components in only 
t wo dimensions . The soi l s are assumed to be homo
geneous , isotropic, and stable with time. 

Under these conditions , the positions o f the 
water table and the locus of point s at an arbitrary 
saturat ion are evaluated as affected by the depth of 
tailwater i n the ditch, rate of uniform inf iltration, 
bubbling pressure head, and distribution of pore 
sizes in t he soil . 

These analyses are ul timately ext ended to show 
the magnitude of spacing error resul t i ng fr om neg
lect ing capil l ary flow and aeration requirements. 
The hei ght of t he zone of insufficient aeration is 
determined for a predetermi ned drain spacing . Since 
the classical analyses assume that drainage is com
plete above the water tab le, the hei ght of insuffi
cient aeration is assumed equal to t he height of the 
water tab l e r esul ti.ng from t he cl assical analyses. 
This height is used to calculat e the spacing , assu
ming no capillar y flow. The comparison of the·se two 
spacings indicates the magnitude of spacing error re
sulting from neglecting capillary flow and aeration 
requirements . 

ij Contri bution f rom the Western Region, Agricultural Research Service, USDA, in cooperation wi th the Colorado 
Stat e University Experiment Stati on. 

Y Agricultural Engineer, USDA, Fort Col l ins, Col orado . 
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REV!EI~ OF LITERATURE 

Soil Aerat ion 

The adequacy of soil aeration i s one of the 
most important f actors i n determi ni ng soi l product iv
ity. The car bohydra:es produced by photosynthesis 
arc transported to all living tissue of t he plant to 
supply the ener gy for gro1vth. Release of t his stared 
energy is dependent upon oxidation ,,•i t hin the plant 
cell . Except for such speciali:cd plants as rice, 
agricultural plants cannot transport oxygen through 
the plant tissue from the aerial parts fast enough to 
provide adequate respiration in the roots. Thus, ade
quate root growth is dependent upon an external path 
of oxygen transfer (Hi l lel, 25). 

Gases can enter the root environment either in 
the gaseous phase or dissolved in the l iqui d phase . 
Hagan , et al. (22 , p. 942) give the respective dif
fusion coeffici ents of oxygen in air and i n wat er as 
1.13 X 101 and 1.54 X l0-3 cm2fmin . Thus, the ex
change of oxygen between plant roots and the atmo
sphere is achieved much more readily t hrough soil hav
ing an interconnected gas-filled space than through 
a soil having only entrapped gases. 

Gaseous exchange between soil and atmosphere 
can occur either by convection or by diffusion . Dif
fusion is generally accepted as t he principal t r ans
port mechanism (IIi llel , 25). Stolzy and Letey (43) 
suggest t hat an oxygen diffusion rate (ODR) of 40 X 
10-8 g cm-2min· l may be t aken as a safe mini mum neces
sary for optimum plant growth. 

The diffus i on rate of gases in soi l is depend
ent upon the fraction of the pore space occupied by 
a continuous air phase, and according to Penman and 
Marshall (in Hillel, 25) to a lesser extent upon t he 
size distribution of air-filled pores. In experiments 
to determine t he adequacy of soil aeration during 
sprinkler irrigation, Stegman, et al . (42) used a pla
tinum electrode to evaluate ODR as a function of satu
ration . They conc l uded that, for a given soi l, a 
unique saturation exists below which t he critical ODR 
cannot be supplied . The ODR remained very l ow until 
t he capi llary pressure exceeded l<hat Sr ooks and Corey 
(10) defined as the bubbling pressure . As capillary 
pressure fur t her incr eased, the ODR increased rapidly. 
The critical saturation for four soi l s t ested ranged 
between 75 and 92 .5 percent. The effective satura
tion (as defined by Brooks and Corey, 10) averaged a
bout 80 percent at the critical ODR for these soils. 

Classical Drainage Theories 

The exact solution of the differentjal equa
tions descr i bing drainage problems is usually quite 
diffi cult . In f act, attempt s at such exact solutions 
have been successful i n only the most simpl ified 
cases . Each of the developments revie1;ed in this sec
tion is based u~on the assumption that the water ta~ 
blc effect ively bounds the permeable region and, 
where applicable, that draina~e is instantaneous and 
complete as the "·ater table passes a given point. Van 
Schi lfgaarde (36) pointed out that the ~elutions re
sul t ing from these, and other si~plifying assumptions 
can be of considerable value if carefully used, but 
emphasized the need for constant awareness of their 
limitations . 

Van Schi l fgaarde credited Colding, a Danish en
gineer , as havi ng been the first to pr esent, i n 1872, 
a mathemati cal solution to a drainage pr oblem. This 

~olution , describing t he water tab l e profil e in equi
libr i um with a cons t ant, uniform infil t r ation rat e, 
i~ commonly called the ellipse , Hooghoudt, or Donnan 
equation as it has boon developed independently by a 
number of researchers . 

The ellipse equation is based uoon the Dupuit 
assumptions , namely 1) that all s t reamlines 1n a 
system of gravity flow toward a shallow sink are hori
:ontal, and 2) that the velocity along these stream
lines i s pr opor tional to the slope of the free water 
surface but i ndependent of dept h. In this first de
velopment of the equation , drainage is assumed to 
terminate in o~en ditches which penetrate t o t he 
i mpermeabl e l ayer and which ar e sha l l ow compar ed to 
their spacing . Although gradients near the ccnt~rllne 
bet ween dr ai ns ar e essential ly ver t i cal, certa inty to 
the Dupuit assumotions, this equation appears to be a 
reliable approximation provided the ot her assumptions 
are valid . 

In the years following the development of the 
ellipse equation, many attemots wer e made to account 
for the vertical components of potential gradients 
existing near the outflow region . Hooghoudt (van 
Schi lfgaarde, 36), among others, r eplaced t he Ououit 
assumptions with the concept of radial f l ow toward 
the sink to determine the potential dis tribution for 
a number of speci alized boundary condi t i ons . The so
called "equivalent depth" correction to t he eJ lipse 
equati on was proposed by Hooghoudt to account for the 
lack of complete penetration of drains to the imper
meable layer. Van Deemtcr, and Lut hin and Gaskell 
(van Schilfgaarde , 36), presented details of a relaxa
tion t echnique for solution of the problem. Other 
approaches, too numerous to mention , have been 
developed . 

Al t hough these steady-state solutions ar e of 
considerab l e use ~~here rainfall or i rrigati on ar e suf
ficiently frequent that per colation to the water 
tab l e can be considered uniform , t ho existence of 
steady-state conditions is t he except i on rather than 
the r ule . Thus, many investigator s have sought to 
deve:op solutions for the case of transient f l ow. 

Boussinesq (van Schilfgaarde, 36) and Glover 
(Dumm, 19) applied the Dupuit assumptions to the 
transient flow situation, and found a solution for 
the case of drains on an impermeable boundary without 
resort to lineari:ation . Glover (Dumm, 19) later 
ext ended his solution to the case of drains above an 
impermeable boundary by assuming that the depth 
through which flo1~ occur s is i nvariant with time , 
thus effect ively lineariting the differential equa
tion . 

As in the case of steady-st ate solutions, many 
investigators have attempted to more accurately ac
count for initial conditions or changing boundary 
conditions. Kemper (van Schilfgaarde , 36), compared 
electrical analog data with results from Glover's 
equation and found t hat better a~reernent could be ob
tained by introduction of an empirical correct1on f3c
tor to Glover ' s equation. This correction r esulted 
i.n a l(reater value of the dimensionless time factor, 
or slo1o~er dr ainage. This was i n a)i(r eement 1~ith the 
fact that Glover ' s equation neglects convergence, 
resulting i n an overestimate of the effectiveness 
of a dr ainage system. 



:verner (48) employed the methods of Lanl::~ce 
transformation to evaluate a number of transient fl01' 
drainage situation~. invol ving ~loping aquifers, vari
able repleni~hment rate~. 3nd ~hanging tailwater 
levels . 

Dagan (17) presented an analysis of water table 
fluctuations in response to vadable recharge. lie 
lineari:ed the free surface boundary condition to re
duce the problem to a solution of a Volterra integral 
equat i on of the first kind. This equation was solved 
numerical ly and the rcsu l ts ~~ere presented in both 
tabular and dimensionless graphical form . 

Hornberger, et a l . (26) developed a numerical 
model based upon the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions 
to evaluate aquifer response to changes in stream 
stage . C.:apill:~ry flo~ ...-as neglected, and the results 
were compared with the exact solution of Boussinesq 
under appropriate boundary conditions. As one would 
expect, this comparison "as qui to preci s e ~~here the 
initial condition w::~s assumed to be R curved water 
table. This initially curved water t:Jb l e reduces the 
effects of large vertical gradients a~ early times, 
which occur when the initial water table is flat as 
assuoed by Glover (Dumm , 19) . 

The preceding discussion is not intended to pro
vide a complete history of the development of solu
tions to the flow equations. Such intensive reviews 
of the literature have been provided by van Schilf
gaarde (36), Childs (16) and others. Rather, it 
serves to illustrate the degree of mathematical so
phistication that has been applied to the drainage 
problem 1\hile retaining the assumptions of negligible 
influence of capillary flo1~. Situations certainly 
exist in which these assumptions are justified. On 
the ot her hand, one can readily visual ize situations 
in which the i mprovement achieved by mathematical 
sophistication is f::~r outweighed by neglecting tho 
capillary flO'n' region . The succeeding sections review 
some significant attempts to treat flow in the capil
lary region. 

Parameters Describing Capillary Properties 

Scientists of many disciplines, including soil 
physics and chemical , petroleum and agricultural engi
neering have sought par ameters characteristic of a 
porous body by which t he capillary properties could 
be descr ibed. One such characterization of capillary 
conductivity, described by Gardner (2 1), is widely 
accepted by soil physicists. Gardner found that the 
relationship between capillary conductivity and capil
lary pressure head for many soils seemed to fit an 
equation of the t ype 

K • a 
(1) n 

(P/o&) .. b 

where K is the unsaturated conductivity, Pc/og is 
the capillary pressur e head , n is a constant for a 
given soi l, and a and b are constants such that 
a/b is tho saturated hydraulic conductivity. 

Brooks and Corey (10) presented a method for 
characterizing porous media based upon the nomencla
ture of petroleum technology. They used the terms 
permeability, capillary pressure, and saturation, 
rather than the hydraulic conductivity , tension, and 
;ater content familiar to the soil physicist . The 
·elat ionships between these terms are discussed later. 
.he relationships developed by Brooks and Corey ex
press the functional dependence of permeability and 
satur at ion up.on capillary pr essure in terms of only 
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t1;o soi 1 parameters. The resu I tin~ power functions 
are somewhat easier to manipulate mat hemat ical ly than 
Gardner ' s relation . Furthermore , empir i cal relation
ships such as equation (1) are obtained on small lab
oratory s::~mples. Such data indicate a si~nificant 
reduction in saturation and permeability at capillary 
pressures less than the bubblin~ pressure. The re
sults of studies by White, et al. (49) i ndicate that 
this orobably would not be the case in the field 
where the volume of soi l relative to its atmospheric 
boundary is large . The relationship presented by 
Brooks and Corey (10), which is used her e , assumes 
that air will not penetrate tho interior of a soil 
volume until the capi l l ary pressure r eaches the bub
bling pressure on the drainage cycle. 

The basis for the Brooks and Corey relations is 
their observation that a large number of experimental 
data seem to fit the relation 

(2) 

The effective saturation, Se , is defined by 

(3) 

where Sr, the residual saturation, is the saturation 
at which the th<eory assumed the permeability is zero . 
The two soil parameters involved in the Brooks and 
Corey t heory are bubbling pressure , Pb , and the pore
size distribution index, ~ . The bubbling pressure 
is defined as the minimum capillary pressure on the 
drainage cycle at which a continuous nonwetting phase 
exists. The pore-size distribution index was shown 
to be a measure of the relative distribution of pore 
sizes , and was defined by equation (1) . i.e ., the 
negative slope of the straight-line portion of a plot 
of log S0 as a function of log Pc/og . 

Brooks and Corey showed that the relative permea 
bility, kr , is given by 

k • (P /P ) 11 
r b c for P c ~ Pb . ( 4) 

where kr is the ratio of offoctive permeability to 
saturated permeability . The exponent 11 was shown 
t o be related to A by 

ll • 2 + 3~ (5) 

Capillary pressure, Pc , may be expressed in t erms 
of the capillary potential on a weight basis, com
monly cal led pressure head, h , bv 

(6) 

where p and g are the liquid density and gravita
tional acceleration, respectively . The saturation, 
S , defined as the fraction of the pore space filled 
by the liquid phase, is related to volumetric water 
content, e , by 

s • 6/<j> (7) 

where 4> is the total oorosity. 

The term oer~eability is used as a measure of ca
pacity of the soil to transmit a fluid, independently 
of fluid properties. Thus, the term is explicitly 
restricted to systems in which the solid matrix and 
fluid do not interact. Such is usually not the case 
i n soil-water systems. 



The polar nature of ~atcr and the electrical 
charge associated with clays in most soils result in 
adsorption of '-'ater onto the clay particles. rhis 
adsorption can cause Sl,ellin_g of cla:·~, and in fine
textured materials or at lo~· ~aturation mav result 
in chan~es in the physi~nl properties of wa~er . In 
material s where these effects can be neglected , per
meability, k , is related to hydraulic conductivity 
by 

K (S) 

\>·he r e K is hydraulic conductivity and :.1 is dynam
ic viscosity. It is apparent that relative hydraulic 
conductivitv, Kr , i• also given by equation (~) 
since the viscosity, density, and gravitationa l ac
celeration appear in both numerator and denominator. 

Si gni fi cal!_c_~_oi__tl~Capl21!'EL.£E~-n..!l~ 

Although most investigators have acknowledged 
the possibility of an influence of the capillary 
fringe on the performance of drains, only in recent 
years have significant efforts been made to analyze 
the phenomena. This section reviews the development 
of methods of treating the capillary region. 

In 1947, Donnan (van Schilfgaarde, 36) demon
strated bv sand tank experiments that the ellipse 
equation could be modified to give closer agreement 
with exper imental results. I~ utili:ed an equation 
of the form 

QdL/2K = (Yc ~ Yf)2- (Yd ~ Yf)2 (9) 

where Qd is the t ot al drain outflux, L is drain 
spacing, K is conducti.ity of the saturated sand, 
Yc and Yd are ~ater table elevations at the mid
point and at the drain outlet, respectively. The 
height of the capillary region, Yf , was assumed to 
be the height above the water table at which the soil 
first began to desaturate . Van Schilfgaarde (36), 
however, considered Donnan ' s approach inadequate. He 
pointed out that, in general, there is no ~<ell
defined capi llary fringe, and the h)·draul i c conducti v
ity decreases gradual ly wlth increased tension . 

Despite this shortcomin~, this approach remained 
the principal method of accounting for canillary flow 
for several years . Swart:endruber and Kirkham (44, 
45) used the Swart:-Christoffel theorem to solve the 
case of steady horizontal flow through a rectangular 
slab . They also considered that capillarv flow '-'3S 

confined to the zone that is essentiallv saturated. 
It ~as concluded that for their boundary conditions 
where the water table was one-tenth as high as it was 
long , the fringe contribution could reach a maximum 
of 170 percent of the flow beneath the water table as 
the soil thickness increased . 

Chapman (12) considered the effects of the capil
lary region upon dischar~e. height of the seepage 
face, and shape of the free surface for a similar 
steady- state flow problem. Applying the same descrip
tion of the capillary region he used Green's theorem 
to develop an equation describing the flux. Chapman's 
conclusions, based upon comparisons bet,..een his equa
tion and the results of an electrical analog, were 
essentially the same as those of Swartzendruber and 
Kirkham. 

Chi lds (13) modified van Deemter's hodograph so
l ution t o account for the presence of a capillary re
gion. He cons idered the case of steady-state drainage 
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in equilibrium \oo"ith a uniform infiltration r:at l', :~s 
suming that canillary flow occurred solely in that 
region remaining fully saturated . Childs cons ide red 
that the height of this saturated zone is influcnccu 
by the infil t ration rate. It was assumed that this 
increase in capi l lary frln~e height was 1 percent 
when the ratio of infiltration rate to saturated con
ductivity ~as 0.01, and negligible at lower infiltra
tion rates. He concluded: 

" .. . for thick fringes, the bulk of the thick
ness of the fringe is accomodated above the wa
ter table ''hich is not depressed in proportion 
belo" the level appropriate to the absence of a 
fringe." 

Bouwer (4,5) utilized both numerical and elec
trical analog techniques to evaluate the influence of 
the "capillary fringe" upon the steady-st ate perform
ance of drains . He defined a "critical tension" as 
the tens ion at the center of the range over 1;hich 
conductivi ty decreases rapidly. The capil l ary fringe 
was then defined as the region between the water 
table and the elevation of this critical tension . 
Since flow rates in the capillary fringe are usually 
s~all compared with the conductivity , Bouwer assumed 
that the pressure distribution in the fringe was es
sentially a static distribution . He emphasized that 
if the water table is near the surface, or tho water 
content-tension curve shows a gradual change, then 
the application of a constant specific yield may be 
objectionable. Bouwer ' s analysis indicated that flat
ter water tables could be expected under conditions 
l<~here the capillary flow ~Yas considered . 

In analyses using hyoothet ical soi l data, Bouwer 
concluded that neglecting the flow above the canil
lary frin~e. as defined in his s tudy, contributed lit
tle error to the solution. However, he conceded that 
such might not be the case for soils exhibiting a 
gradual reduction of conductivity with increasing ten
sion. 

Bouwer postulated that, so long as the capillary 
fringe did not extend to the surface, lowering the 
i mpermeab l e boundary by an amount numerical ly equal 
to the capillary fringe height would have approxi
mately the same effect upon discharge as would the 
addition of the capillary fringe above the water 
table. Such an assumption would allo1; the use of 
Hooghoudt 's "equivalent depth" concept for analyzing 
the capillary flow problem. Bouwer presented compari
sons between the flux computed from such an analysis 
and the results of electrical analog solutions. From 
these results, he concluded that the comparison was 
quite satisfactory. However, an analysis of his pub
lis~ed results indicates that the differences between 
these two solutions increase with increases in both 
the critical tension and the saturat ed thickness of 
the aquifer . One might expect such increased devia
tions, since lowering t he impermeable boundary may 
result in longer streaml ines than woul d exist in 
the equivalent canil l arv fringe. These longer stream
lines would result in smaller pot ential gradients 
than in the capillary fringe and a lower flow r ate. 

Luthin (29) and Luthin and Norstell (31) attempt
ed to accoun~ for the change in soecific yield with 
depth in a pr oblem of transient dr ainage. The value 
of soecific yield used in these calculations was sim
ply the arithmetic mean of the specific yields at the 
initial and f inal water table depths. I t was assumed 
that the water content distribution was independent 
of water table velocity, thus t hese specific yields 
"'ere evaluated from water content-tension curves. The 



investigators concluded that significant errors were 
introduced by neglecting the chango of S]Jeci fie yield 
1..-ith de]Jth of the 1;ator table when the water table 
was near the surface . 

These rather simplified analyses have been fol 
lowed by progressively more elaborate considerations 
of the capillary region. Childs (14) eval uated tho 
effect of decl ine of the water table upon the specif
ic yield. He showed that, depending upon the depth 
to the water table, the effective specific yield will 
range from essentially :ero for very shallow water 
tables to a constant ultimate value when the water 
table is very deep. A si milar analrsts by Duke (18) 
presents a quantitative basis for evaluat ing the ap
parent specific yield as a function of depth to the 
water table. 

In a subsequent pub lication, Childs and Poulovas
silis (lS) extended the previous analysis to consider 
the effect of water table celerity upon the shape of 
the water content-elevation curve. The investigators 
presented a theoretical description of the shape of 
the ~ater content-elevation curve in the idealized 
case of a water table moving at a constant speed . 
,·hey pointed out that in the initial stages of 1~atcr 
table movement the water content profile continues to 

. change its shape with time . After a sufficient length 
of t ime , the shape of the water content profile re
mains constant, and the profile rises or falls with 
the water table. 

Youngs (SO) presented a hodograph analysis of 
steady-state drainage in equilibrium with a constant 
infi l tration rate, taking into account the effect of 
the capillary fringe. Although he assumed capillary 
flow to be confined to the region remaining fully 
saturated, Youngs explicitly considered the effect of 
the percolation rate upon the height of the capillary 
fringe. Youngs presented the positions of both the 
1;ater table and top of the capillary fringe at the 
center line between drains. I~ concluded that the cap
illary fringe had little effect upon water table po
sition midway between the drains, although one might 
question the validity of this conclusion after care
ful analysis of Youngs' results. 

Kraijenhoff van de Leur (27) used uniform sand 
in a physical model to eval uate the effect of the 
capi llary region upon the performance of drains sub
jected to step increments of rainfall. Again, he con
sidered only the fully saturated region of the capil 
lary zone, but considered the effects of both infil
tration rate and rate of water table movement upon 
the height of this zone . For the conditions studied, 
he concluded that the effects of water table celerity 
did not sufficiently influence the shape of the cap
illary zone to affect the results. The capillary 
zone in his study was about lS em thick, a signifi
cant portion of the 60-cm depth of sand . 

Brutsaert, et al. (11) applied a method of suc
cessive series of steady stat es to evaluate the shape 
and positions of a transient water table. This analy
sis was analogous to that of Kirkham and Gaskell (van 
Schilfgaarde , 37), but introduced capillary flow and 
a specific yield dependent upon water table depth. 
The ·functional rel ationship between water table depth 
and specific yield was obtained experimentally from 
measurements of total outflow volume and water table 
position in a series of model studies. As the rate 
of water table decline approached zero, this relation 
was expected to approach the water content-tension 
relation for the soil. The effects of permeability 
above the water table were considered by adding a 

s 
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depth equivalent to the thickness of the essentially 
saturated region above the water table . Subsequent 
analyses were made with regard to the "depth of the 
upper boundary of the capillary fringe" rather than 
"depth of the water table." 

Schmid and Luthin (38), ln an analysis of drain
age of sloping forest lands in the pre-Alps of Swit
zerland, applied the approach of Hooghoudt to the 
probl em of a wa~er table in equilibrium with rainfall 
on a sloping hillside . Although they did not explic
itly evaluate flow above the water table, they point
ed out its possible significance and suggested a 
method of accounting for the effects of capillary con
ductivity. They suggested integrating the area under 
the conductivity-capillary pressure curve from zero 
to the pressure at the soil surface, then dividing by 
the saturated conductivity to obtain an equivalent 
depth to be added to the waterlogged flow region. It 
must be realized, however, that the pressure-eleva
tion relation is affected by the rainfall rate, and 
must be taken into account in such an integration 
procedure . 

Schmid and Luthin (38) suggested that the solu
tions obtained from noncapillary considerations repre
sented the upper limit of the flow region. That is 
to say , the actual water table will be lower than the 
values given by an amount equal to t he equivalent 
depth as calculated above. As shown later in this 
paper, this is not the general case, especially for 
systems in equilibrium with rainfall. Certainly , 
such an assumption will give grossly erroneous re
sults in the immediate vicinity of the drain. 

Bouwer (6) presented the method of accounting 
for capi llary flow mentioned by Schmid and Luthin 
(38) . That is, he considered that the entire capil
lary region could be represented by a s tep-function 
analogous to the critical tension concept. Bouwer 
evaluated the thickness, Ze , of this fictitious 
capillary fringe as 

H 
Z = ~ f K(Z)dZ 

e 0 
(10) 

where H represents the depth of the water tabl e; 
K , tho saturated hydraulic conductivity; K(Z) the 
capillary conductivity; and Z is the vertical dis
tance measured from the water table. Bouwer credited 
Myers and van Savel (34) with development of this 
concept. 

Hedstrom, et al. (24) utilized this concept, and 
a similar one related to capil l ary storage implied by 
Childs (14) to evaluate the effects of both capillary 
flow and changing specific yield upon the performance 
of transient drainage systems. The relationships de
veloped by Heds trom, ct a l. will be discussed in de
tail later. 

Talsma (46) attempted to utilize the effective 
capillary fringe concept of Myers and van Bavel along 
with Childs' (13) concept of the influence of perco
lation rate to evaluate steady-state drainage. l-Ie was 
primarily concerned with the influence of capil lary 
flow upon design spacing of drains in the Murrumbid
gee irrigation area of Australia. The field condi
t ions investigat ed were shal l ow drains with an essen
tially impermeable layer from 0.1 to 1.8 m beneath 
the drain, and the water table from SO to 100 em be
low the soi l surface. The soils studied by Talsma 
showed no region of saturation above the water table , 
but began to desaturate immediately as tension in
creased. Thus, the values he obtained for Ze were 



small , of the order of 10 em. Using Childs {14) meth 
od of analysis , Talsma calculated that the water ta
ble would be about 8 em 10\>~er t han the 50 em calcu
lated by negl ecting capil l ary flo1•. fie cone luded 
that the spacing error int roduced by neg lecting cap
illary f low was less than 6 per cent and t hat for 
soi l s in the study area the capi llary flow could be 
safel y ignored. 

It is apparent from the precedi ng discussion 
that methods have been devised to treat the partially 
saturated as well as saturated flow regi ons in soil 
drainage systems . It is also apparent that the math
ematical compl exities i nvolved limit the use of ana
lytical methods to ideal ized boundary conditions, 
simplified capil l ary flow considerations, or both. 
I t has been argued that the uncertai nties of fi eld 
data are sufficient to out\veigh t he errors introduced 
by t hese assumptions. HOI4ever, digital computer tech
nology has encouraged many investigations using 
numer ical so lution t echni ques for s tudying the ef
fects of the capi l lary flow region . The reader is 
referred to the "'orks of Bittinger, et al . ( 3) , Rubin 
( 35) , Brei ten bach, et al . (7, 8, 9) and Amerman (1) 
for details of finite difference equations , methods 
of appr oximating boundary conditions, and merits of 
the many matrix solution techniques. The follo1•ing 
paragraphs descr ibe some such investigations as they 
pertai n to t he pr oblem of evaluating capi llary f l ow 
in drainage syst ems. 

Luthin and Day (30) conducted experiments in a 
sand- fil l ed tank designed t o evaluate the contribu
t i on of the capi llary region to the total soil water 
flux during steady f l ow. They analyzed the flm~ by 
numerical solution of a nonlinear ~we-dimensional 
form of t he continuity equat ion . Val ues of capillary 
conductivity were taken from a separate laboratory 
determinat ion of t he t enJion-conductivity character
is tics of the soil used. It was concluded that the 
comparison of experimental and computed results sub
s tan"iated the validity of the nonl inear continuity 
equat ion. 

Sewell and van Schilfgaarde (39) developed a t\vO
dimensional computer model to simulat e f low in the 
sat urated and unsaturated regions for steady- st ate 
tile drainage and subirrigation problems . Because 
the numerical model was writt en in two dimensions and 
solved i.n terms of potential, it was not necessary to 
approximate the effects of the capillary region by 
t echniques such as Bou~;r er (6) used . The relati on be
tween capi llary conduct i vi t y and tension 1•as uti lized 
directly from the conductivity-tension curves . The 
conducti vity was determined from the equation pro
posed by Gardner , that is, 

K = a 
(P /pg) n + b c 

(11) 

where n , a , and b are cons tants, and Pc/pg i s 
the capi l lary pressure head, for each grid in t he net
work. Results were compared wi th comparable solu
tions t o the el lipse equation. For large drain spac
ings, the ellipse equation severe ly underestimated 
t he flux from the dr ains because of t he contribution 
of the capillary region. 

Rubin (35) developed a two- dimensional numerical 
model capable of consist ently evaluating the trans
ient potential dis tri bution i n both the saturat ed 
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and partially saturat ed regions of an agricul tural 
drainage system . This model utilized measured rela
tionships betw-een water cont ent and tension and be
tween conductivity and t ension for calcul ating the 
coefficient s of the model matrices . Rubin was ab l e 
to show the distribution of Darcian velocities 
throughout the profile , as well as to define t he 
potential distribution . This approach accounted for 
t he i nfluence Qf nonequilibrium wat er dist ribution as 
we l l as the effects of capillarity upon flux distri
bution. Rubin concluded t hat f l ow i n the partial ly 
saturated region may profoundly affect the progress 
of the water-table decl i ne. 

Verma and Brutsaer t (47) examined the effects of 
t he Oupui t assumptions and tho assumption of no- flow 
above t he water table upon the rate of outflow during 
transient drainage . These investjgators compared t he 
results of one- and two-dimensional numerical model~ 
to evaluate the effects of the Dupuit assumptions . 
They concluded that, except for small time , the Du 
puit assumptions resulted in l ess than 10 percent ar
ror in outflo1• rat es if t he rati o of drai n spacing to 
aquifer depth -was at l eas t eight. The rate of out
flow decr eased significantly with increases in the 
parameter rel ated to capillary f r inge height , but ~~as 
rel atively insensitive to smal l chan~es in the param
eter related to pore-size dis t ribution . Increas es in 
both drain spa cing and water l evel i n the di t ch i n
creased the error i n outflow rate resulting from ne
gl ecting capil l ary flow. 

Freeze (2 0) utilized a t hroe-dimensional model 
to evaluate t he effects of the capi l lary region upon 
both st eady and transient f low t hrough earth dams . 
He used exaggerated soil properties to emphas i :c the 
effects of the partial ly saturated region, therefore , 
his resul ts are only qual itat i ve . Free:c observed 
that a s ignificant number of streamlines did cro~s 
the water table , a direct contradiction to tho clas
sical approach . He a l so observed t hat neglecting un
saturated f l ow caused larger errors in the transient 
cases than in steady-state prob l ems . In a lat er sec
t ion of this paper, it is shown that such results are 
expected , since the storage coefficient, which is 
related to capillary phenomena, does not enter into 
steady-s tate sol utions . Freeze admitted the limited 
applicabi lity of a throe-dimensional model because of 
its complexi ty and the uncertainties of fie ld data . 

Although previous investigations have been con
cerned with various aspects of flow in the capillary 
region, these studies are r elated only indirectly t o 
the effects of capillary properties upon t he l ocation 
of the aerated zone. Li t t l e attention has been gi ven 
to a sys tematic evaluation of the relative influence 
of capi llary conductivity and capillary storage upon 
the shape and position of the water tabl e. 

Before the full value of t he previous investiga
tions can be realized , each of t hese capi llary param
eters must be evaluated thoroughly and their relative 
importance determined . Only t hen wi l l these inves ti
gat i ons provi de quantitative information of pract ical 
use t o fie l d design personnel . 

The remaining sections of 
such evaluation . However , the 
is r es tricted i n scope and the 
preted quanti tatively only for 
conditions evaluated. 

th~s paper pr ovide one 
current investi~ation 
results can be inter

the specific boundary 



ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLE~l 

The design of drains to achieve a predetermined 
depth of water table has been a classi cal problem of 
agricultural drainage . In reality, the position of 
the water table is of little direct impo·rtance. What 
is important is the effect of the water table upon 
the movement of water and air within the partial ly 
saturated root zone. The results of investigations 
by Stegman, et al . (42) imply that adequate soil ae
ration may be achieved by maintaining the effective 
saturation below some critical value within the root 
zone . 

Thus, besides determining the position of the 
water table (considering both saturated and part ially 
saturated f low), the water content in the soil above 
the water table should be evaluated in regard to its 
effect on soil aerati on . Before proceeding with the 
analysis of this problem, the assumptions used are 
presented as fo l lows: 

1. Water f lux is solely in response to 
ents of mechanical potential in the 
phase . 

gradi
liquid 

2. Hysteresis is absent, thereby restricting 
the analysis to drainage only . 

3. The medi um is homogeneous and isotropic, 
so that saturated hydraulic conductivity 
can be considered a scalar constant . 

4. The celerity of the water table is suffi
ciently small that the shape of the satura
tion profile above the water table can be 
considered a function of the soil para
meters and vertical flux only . 

5. The soi l and f l uid properties remain con
stant with time. That is, the soils con
sidered do not shrink or swell. 

6. The conductivity and saturation are de
scribed, in terms of capillary pressure, by 
the Brooks-Corey equations. 

Most of this study is concerned with the use of 
a numerical model based upon the Dupuit-Forchheimer 
assumptions to predict the performance of open ditch 
drains. The Dupuit- Forchheimer approach has been 
modified to incorporate the flow and storage of cap
illary water in a one-dimensional flow model. 

Based upon the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions 
and the assumptions enumerated above, the mass conti 
nuity equation is expressed as 

av s 
q,e at"" - (K yk aY) + Q 

dx ax (11) 

where <Pe is the effective, or drainable, porosity; 
K is the saturated hydraulic conductivity; Q is 
the strength of the distributed water source (used 
here to simulate the surface boundary condition) ; x 
is the horizontal space coordinate; and t is time. 
The horizontal component of the free s.urface gradi
ent, <lY/<lx, (Y is the water table elevation referred 
to the impermeable lower boundary) is assumed to be 
uniform along a vertical line, both above and below 
the water table. I f this equation is to represent 
both partially saturated and saturated flow, the 
storage term, Ys , and horizontal flow term, Yk, 
must account for the effects of capillary storage and 
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capi llary conductivity, respectively. Since the f1ow 
problem is analyzed as a one-dimensional problem, the 
effect of the capillary region is incorporated in the 
form 

( 12) 

where Hk is a fictit ious depth of saturated soil 
having the same capacity for horizontal flow as the 
capillary zone, and 

y = y + H 
s s ( 13) 

\~here Hs is a fictitious depth of saturated soi 1 
having a volume of drainable water equal to that in 
the capi llary zone . The concepts of an equivalent 
permeable height, as suggested by Myers and van Savel 
(Bouwer, 6), and of an equivalent saturated height 
used by Hedstrom, et al. (24) are used . Because of 
their pertinence to this study, these concepts are 
developed in detail in this section. In addition, a 
theory is presented for evaluating the depth of soil 
above the water table at which an effective satura
tion in excess of some arbitrarily selected value 
exists. 

Equival ent Permeable Height 

The effectiveness of the capil l ary region in 
conducting water horizontally toward ·a drain is given 
by an expression suggested by Myers and van Savel 
(Bouwer, 6) as 

K dZ 
e (14) 

where Hk is the effective permeabl e height, a fic
titious height of saturated soil having the same 
capacity to transmit water as does the partially sat
urated region above the water table. The saturated 
hydraulic conductivity is denoted by K; Ke is the 
capillary conductivity as a function of capillary 
pressure; Z is elevation above the water table, and 
H is the distance from the water table to the soil 
surface . When H is less than the bubbling pressure 
head, Pb/pg, the soil remains saturated to the sur
face and Hk = H. If H > Pb/Pg, the conductivity 
is dependent upon elevation and any vertical flux 
that may exist. The equations for Hk (where the 
soil water is in static equilibrium with the water 
tab le and where both steady, uniform downward and up
ward fluxes occur) are deve l oped in the following 
sections. 

Static equilibrium. \'/hen the soil profile is 
in static equilibrium with the water table, Z = Pc/ 
pg, where Pc/pg is the capi llary pressure head (See 
Fig. 1). Under these conditions, the Brooks-Corey 
equation for effective conductivity Ke can be 
written 

K e K for Z ·2_ Pb/pg (15) 

and 

K e 
( Pb/og \ n 

= -z- ) for z > Pb/pg (16) 

Substituting equations (IS) and (16) into ll4) gives 
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Figure 1. Capi l lary pressure profi l e in soil in 
static equilibrium with a water table. 
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Ca pil lar y Pressu re Head 

Figure 2. Capil l ary pressure profi l e in a soil with 
a steady downward flux of ~o·ater. 

1 Pb/pg 
'1c • K £ I 

0 

KdZ + I 
P/P& 

(Pb/pg)r1 z-11 dZJ (17) For this region, Darcy ' s equation can be written in 
one-dimensional form as 

which, when integrated, is simplified to 

pb Hl- n n-1 
T1 - (Pb/pg) 

Hk pg 11 - 1 
(18) 

Dimensionless variables, H. and HJ< . are de
fined by dividing H and II]< by the bubbling pres
sure head, a characteristic parameter of dimension 
length, such that 

and 

Substituting 
the equation 

'1c. 

(19) 

(20) 

equations (19) and (20) into (18) gives 
for scaled permeable height, that is, 

11 - H. 1-n 
11 - 1 

(21) 

Equation (21) is equivalent to equation (17) develop
ed by Hedstrom, et al. (24) . 

Steady dowmvard flow. During steady percola
t ion to a ~.·ater table, the capi llary pressure head 
is, at every point, less than t he elevat i on above the 
water table. It is apparent from Figure 2 that the 
relation between capi llary pressure head and eleva
tion above the water table exhibits three separate 
regions delineated by Z', Z", and H. Before equa
tion (14) can be applied to this case, it is neces
sary to evaluate these elevations and their corres
pondi ng capillary pressures. In the region between 
the water table and the point at which the capillary 
pressure equals the bubbling pressure, (0 < Z ~ Z'), 
the hydraulic conductivity remains constant at the 
saturated value (see Figure 2) . 
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q = _ K dtll 
e dZ (22) 

where q is the volumetric flux rate, pos1t1Ve up
ward; Ke i s the effective hydraulic conductivity; 
w is the hydraulic head; and elevation Z is defined 
positive upwar d. Since both q and K are constant 
at capillary pressures l ess than Pb/Pg, the gradient 
of hydraulic head in this region is constant, because 
the pressure gradient is const ant . Expanding equation 
(22) in terms of the components of hydraulic head, 
i.e., elevation and pressure heads , gives 

d (Z - P/pg) 
q/K = - dZ (23) 

Defining a dimensionless flux by q. q/K , gives 

(24) 

The elevation Z' at which Pb/Pg is the capillary 
pressure in the soil is given by 

Z' (25) 

Performing the indicated integration gives 

z• (26) 

or, defining a scaled elevation Z. ' - Z' /(Pb/pg), 

z.' (27) 

As elevation increases above Z', capillary 
pressure increases , and conductivity decreases. Thus 



the gradient of capillary pressure must decrease. If 
the soil profile is sufficiently deep, the hydraulic 
conductivity continues to decrease with.increasing 
elevation until it approaches the flux in magnitude. 
That elevation at 1;hi ch 

(28) 

is defi ned as Z" where e is a constant greater 
than, but arbitrarily close to unity . Tile capi llary 
pressure head at Z" is denoted bv P", and it is 
assumed that Ke • - cq for Z > Z"·. In the region 
Z > Z I 0 

d(Z - P/og) 
q " - K e --,d~Z,.--:.. __ ( 29) 

Substit uting the Brooks -Corev expressi on for Ke' 
equation (2R) becomes 

n - n 
q " - K(Pb/pg) (P / Pg) (1 - d(P / Pg)/dZ] . 

(30) 

Defining a scal ed capillary pressure P. = Pc/Pb, and 
employing the definition of q. , equation (30) is 
written as 

or 

In the 

or 

q . 

dZ 
pb dP. . -pg 

1 + q.P. n 

region Z" < z < H, 

p 
P" = _.£_ (- r.q.) - 1/n 

pg 

(31) 

(32) 

P/P& • P" . and 

( 33) 

(34) 

The elevation at which P" occurs can be evaluated 
by integrating equation (32) between the limits Z • 
Z' at P. = 1 and Z = Z" at P. " P.", where 
P." = P"/ (Pb/pg) , which yields 

Z" 
(- eq .)-1/n 
J _..::d.:...P.:.... _ 
1 1 + q.P.n 

(35) 

Substituting equation (26) into (35), and defining 
Z." = Z"/ (Pb/pg) gives 

Z."· 1 --- + 
1 + q. 

(- eq.)-1/n 
J _..::d.:...P.:.... _ 
1 1 + q.P. n 

(36) 

The closed form solution of equation (36) is diffi
cult for n > 3. Mc~~orter (33) has pointed out that 
the integral can be expressed in terms of the incom
plete Seta function . In the study reported here, 
numerical techniques were utilized to eva l uate these 
int egral s. 
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After evaluating the elevations Z.' and Z." 
at which the conductivity function changes form , the 
equival ent permeable height is evaluated from equa
tion (14). Equation (14) can be expressed as 

z I Z" 
f KdZ + f 
0 Z1 

K dZ + 
e 

H 
f ( - f:q. ) dZ] 
Z" 

(3 7) 

or , integrating directly the first and third terms 
and substituting the scaled form of the Brooks-Corey 
expression 

K • KP.-~ (38) 
e 

into the second integral , equation (37) can be ex
pressed as 

Z" 
J P. -~dZ - cq. (H-Z") (39) 
z ~ 

In the region Z > z•, dZ is given by equation (32) . 
Substituting this expression into equation (39) and 
noting that Z " Z 1 when P. • 1 and Z = Z" when 
P. " (-tq.)-1/n, (39) becomes 

pb 
z I - t q. (H- Z") + 

Pg 

}- tq.)-
1
/n P. -~ dP. 

1 l+q.P." 

(40) 

Equation (40) con be expressed in terms of scaled 
variables, after substituting for Z1

, as 

'\. }
- cq.) - 1/n 

1 ) -~d.:...P.:...·----t q. (H.-Z." + 
= y-:;:-q:- - 1 P. n (1+q. P. 11) 

(41) 

Substituting equation (36) into (41), and assuming 

~ .. 
1 + q. 

equation (41 ) becomes 

'\. 
-1/n 

( -cq · ) dP. 
1 -eq .H. + J _...::.:.....:...---

1 P. 11 (l+q . P. 11
) 

{- ~:q . ) -1/n 
J eq .dP. 
1 l+q.P. 11 

Combining the integrands gives 

+ 

( - cq.) -1/n 
1+cq.P.n 

1 - cq.H. + J __c:......:..:l..:..:....:.---

1 P.n(1+q.P.n) 

(42) 

(4 3) 

dP. 

(44) 

Note that if II. < Z.", the s econd term in equation 
(4 1) does not exist , and the upper limit on the third 
term is P5 • < (-tq . ) -1/n where Ps. is the scaled 
capillary pressure at the soil surface. In this case, 

M . 
• 



p 
li __ 1_ • fs . _.=.:.dP-'-. __ 
. l< . - 1 + q. l p . 11 { l +q. p . 11) 

{45) 

I t is impor tant to emphasize that q . is defined pos
itively upwar d, so that for t ho case considered here , 
val ues of q . ar e negative. 

Steady upward flow. Upward flow of water from 
t he water table may be induced by evapor ation at t he 
soil surface, or by root extraction. In the one
dimensional pr oblem analyzed, bot h of t hese t erms may 
be approximated as pseudo-sink t erms. Neither of 
t hese terms is truly steady state; both are subject 
to diurnal f l uctuations. They are not plane sinks 
either, as root extraction or vaporization may be di
stributed over a substantial depth. However, over a 
l ong per iod of t i me, the f l ux may be approximated by 
s t eady f low. I t may be valid t o assume some fict i 
tious mean depth at which liquid phase flux can be 
considered t o terminate . Based upon such concepts , 
the influence of upward flux upon the equivalent per
meable height can be evaluated in a manner analogous 
t o that of the previo~s sect ion. 

This anal ysis is subj ect t o a f urt her limita
tion as described by Anat, et al . {2) . That is , fo r 
a given set of soil parameters and depth to the wat er 
table, there is a maximum rate of upward flow that 
can be induced . The fol l owing analysis assumes that 
q. is physi cally possibl e for the sit uation des
cribed, which i mplies that t he surface capi l lary pre
sure is finite . 

Since the water content, and consequent l y the 
hydraulic conductivity, decrease in t he direction of 
flow, the capillary pressure gradient must increase 
continuous ly with e l evation above the water t able . In 
the limit, as H approaches the maximum dept h , Hmax• 
at which a given flux can occur, t his capillary pres
sure gradient approaches i nfinity as shown in Figure 
3 . 

.... 
Q) 

0 
~ Hmax. 
a> H 
> 
0 

~ z' 
c; 
0 

0 
> 
Q) 

w 

Capilla r y Pressure Head 

Figure 3. Capillary pressure profile in a soil with 
a steady upwar d f l ux of water. 

Thus, assuming that H ~ Hmax • t he elevation at 
which the bubbling pressure head occurs is given by 
equation {26). It is impor~ant to remember that for 
the case of upward f l ow being considered, q . is a 
positive value. For t he case of steady upward flow, 
the capil l ar y pressure head-elevation rel ation ex
hibits only two separat e r egions as i ndicat ed i n '• Fig-
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ure 3. The e l evat ion of Z' and t he surface capi l 
lary pressure must be evaluated before equation (15) 
can be evaluated. 

In t he region z• < Z ~ Hmax • Pb < Pc < ~ , and 
the flux is given by Darcy ' s equation 

d(Z - P/P&) 
q = - Ke dZ {46) 

Fol lowing tho l ogic of the preceding section, it 
can be shown that 

dZ 
pb dP . 

pg 1 + q.P. 11 
{47) 

Defining Ps. = Ps/ Pb, the l i mits of i ntegra
tion of equation {47) are P. = 1 at Z • Z' and 
P. " Ps. at Z = H, II~ Hmax· Integrating equat ion 
(47) between these limit s gives 

H. - Z. 1 
a 

p fs. dP . 
1 l +q.P.n 

or, substituting equation (27) for Z' . 

H - _l_., 
. l+q. 

p 

r · 
1 1 + q. P. n 

dP . 

(48) 

(49) 

Since it is assumed that H. , q., and 11 are known 
for a given situat ion , equat ion (49) is solved by 
numerical procedures to det ermine the surface pres
sur e, Ps . . l~ving thus determined the surface 
pressure and t he e l evat i on Z' , equation {14) can be 
expressed 

Z' H 

£ I KdZ + f {50) 
0 z I 

Substitut ing t he appr opr iate pressures i n the l i mi t s 
of the second i ntegral, appl ying t he Brooks-Corey 
expression for K and equation (47) for dZ , equa-
tion {50) becomese 

1 z• Pb 
K ( f KdZ + g 

0 

p - 11 r· P. dP.] 
1 1 + q.P. n 

(51) 

Integrating , substitut ing equation (26) for Z', and 
expressing the resul t in terms of scaled variables 
gives 

~ - . 
1 
-- + l+q . 

(52) 

Equations (21), {44), or (52) provide a basis 
for evaluating the contribution of t he capil l ary r e
gion t o hor izont al f l ow t oward the dr ain. The value 
of Hk is highl y dependent upon n, and {except for 
relat ively deep wat er tables and smal l vertical f lux) 
is dependent upon the depth to the wat er table . When 
water tables are shallow and the dept h to the wat er 
table changes signifi cantly wit h ei t her space or 
time, a singl e val ue of Hk . may provide a poor cor
rect ion to account for the capillar y flow region. In 
the case of st eady downward f lux , this approxi mation 



can be especially poor, since the hydraulic conducti
vity is nowhere less than the magnitude of the flux. 

Equival ent Saturat ed !Ieight 

When the 1vater table depth varies significant ly 
with time, the capillary region influences the flow 
in a second way. The volume of water released from 
storage for a unit decline of the water table is de
pendent upon the depth to the water table. This de
pendence has been discussed by Childs (14}, Duke 
(18}, and others . Such a dependence of the specific 
yield upon depth to the water table can be treated in 
a manner anal ogous t o the previously discussed effec
tive permeable height. A fictitious column of satur
ated soil of height Hs, which contains the same vol
ume of drainable water as the partial ly saturated 
soil profile is defined by 

H s 

H 

f 
0 

S dZ 
e 

(53) 

where Se, the effecti vc saturation , is defined by 
Se = (S - Sr)/ ( 1 - Sr). The volume of drainable lvater 
per unit area of soil in t his fict iti ous column is 
given by 

(54) 

where Vd is the total water volume, $ is total 
porosity, and Sr is the residual saturation. Vol
ume Vd is equal to the volume of drainable water in 
a unit area of soil of height, fl, above the water 
table. Thus the volume of "'ater , Vr, released per 
unit area from the soil by a unit decline in the 
water table is given by 

(55) 

1;here the subscripts refer to the depth to water 
table at which H is evaluated. 

s 

By appl ying the Brooks-Corey expression 

(56) 

· where A is t he pore size distribution index, with 
the appropriate limits on equation (53), the effec
tive saturated height is evaluated. 1ne pressure 
profiles il l ustrated in Figures 1 through 3 are ap
plicable for the cases of equilibrium, steady down
ward flow, and steady upward f l ow, respectively. 
Therefore, the elevations at which the description of 
the pressure gradient changes its for m are the same 
as those elevations calcul ated in the anal yses of the 
effective permeable height . 

Static equilibrium. khen t he soil water is in 
static equil ibrium with the water table, the capil
l ary pressure head i s equal to the elevation head . 
Since Se is unity for P < Pb, equation (53) can 
be written c 

H s 
pfb/pg 

0 

dZ + 
H 

(57) f Se d(Pc/pg) 
Pb/pg 

Substituting equation (56) and integrating gives 

or, 

for 

10), 
soi l 
feet 
more 
rage 

(58) 

in terms of scaled variables, 

>. 1-A 
H - H. 

(59) s . J.. - 1 

H. > 1 1 otherwise H s. = H. 

Since n = 2 + 3>. (according to 
Hs . is always greater than 
and "'ater table depth. This 

of differences in depth to 
significant with respect to 

height than to the effective 

Brooks and Corey, 
~ . for a given 

means that the ef
the water table is 
the effective sto
permeable height. 

Steady downward flo1~ . During s teady percolation 
to a water tabl e the effective saturation throughout 
t he profile attains a minimum value Se > Sr depen
dent upon the flux. In a manner i dentical with the 
evaluation of the effective permeable height, t h ree 
pressure regions can be identified, such that 

H 
5 

Z' Z" 
f dZ + f 
o Z' 

H 

Se dZ + f 
Z" 

S dZ e (60) 

1~here Z' i s given by equation (26) and S by equa
tion (56). Substituting these expressiSns, ·using 
equation (32) to describe dZ in the second integral, 
and substituting equation (34} for the pressure at Z" 
gives 

Integrating the right-hand term of equation (61) and 
expressing the result in terms of scaled variables, 
gives 

(-cq.)·l/n 
H = _I_ + (-cq.)). / n(H.-Z.") • f dP . 
s . l•q. I p_l(l•q.P.n) 

. (62) 

Substituting equation (39) for Z." and combining the 
integrands gives 

11 I ljo (-cq.)l/n • 
s. • ITci7 + (- cq.) , lt. - l•q. 

-1/o 
( -cq.) P -l ( >'/n 
J • - -rq • dP 
l l•q.P. 0 

(63) 

or, combining terms, 
- 1/n I 

fl • 1-(-cq .)l/n • ( -cq.)l./n II.+ J ·cq.) P. - l·(-cq.)l n dP. 
s . l•q. 1 l •q . P. 0 

(64) 

By using the relation between n and A , equation 
(64) could be reduced to an equation involving only 
one of these soil parameters . This reduction is not 
shown, because of the added compl exity of the equa
tions caused by introducing further fractional expon
ents . It is re-emphasized that for this case , q . is 
negative. 



Note that if H. < Z." , the StJrface pressure 
Ps . < P." and equation (64) reduces to 

H s 0 

1 
--+ l+q . (65) 

Steady up1vard flow. \\hen the l•'atcr flux is 
steady in the positive direction, i.e., upward, and 
less than the limiting up1vard flux discussed previou
s ly, equation (53) may be written as 

H s 

z I 
f 
0 

(66) 
p /pg 

dZ + Is S dZ 
z• e 

where Z' and P5 /pg were defined previously. Sub
stituting the value of Z' from equation (26) Se 
from equation (56), and dZ from equat ion (32) i nto 
equation (66) gives 

(Pb/Pg) pb p 
P.-AdP. 

H "' l+q, +- Is . 
s pg 

1 + q . P. 11 1 
(67) 

which, in terms of scaled variables, is 

1 
p P. ->. dP . 

H • --+ r· s 0 l+q. + q . P.~'~ 1 1 
(68) 

where P
5

. is evaluated from equation (49) . 

. Equations (59), (64) , and (68) provide a the~
retlcal basis for evaluating the effect of the capil
lary r egion upon the specific yield of the soil. The 
comments regarding the i:lfluence of soil parameters 
and flux discussed previously with regard to Hk are 
a lso applicable to H · 

s. 

Height of :one of Insufficient Aeration 

The preceding sections have illustrated how the 
effects of capillary conductivity and capillary stor
age can be evaluated f rom measurable soi l properties. 
This analysis provides a method by which the flux of 
lvater in both the saturated and partially saturated 
regions can be taken into account, using an analysis 
based upon the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions. Thus 
by applying an appropriate solution technique, the 
shape and position of the water table can be evaluat
ed even when the capi llary region significantly in
fluences the distribution of flux. 

For a given soil and flux of water, the ability 
of t he soil to support a significant rate of gaseous 
diffusion is severely restricted for some distance 
above the water table. In fact, the gaseous phase is 
~ot continuous below the elevation at t.;hich the cap
lllary pressure equals the bubbling pressure. Above 
thi s elevation, Z' , the fraction of air increases 
with elevation. At some distance above the water 
table, ZA, the air phase may reach a magnitude such 
that gaseous transfer with the atmosphere is suffi
cient t o maintain plant growth. 

At least two methods may be used to evaluate the 
degree of aeration at which a suffici ent rate of gase
ous exchange can take place. The first, and probably 
most consistent, met hod is to evaluate the gaseous 
diffusion constant of the soil profi le as a function 
of height above the water tabl e . Al l points above 
~~hich t he diffusion is greater than some predeter-
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mined minimum value can be considered sufficiently 
aerated. 

The second method, and the easiest to apply, is 
to assume that the portion of the profile in which 
t~e effective saturation is less than some predeter
mlned value, SA , is sufficiently aerated. The se
cond technique is utilized in this analysis to a
chieve the objective of the present study. 

The critical sat uration, SA, may be expressed 
in terms of its corresponding critical capillary 
pressure, PA, by the Brooks-Corey expression, equa
tion (56) as 

Then 

and the problem is to determine the elevation, 
above the water table at which PA occurs. 

(69) 

(70) 

Static equilibrium. \'/hen the soil water profile 
is in static equil ibrium with the water table Z = Pel 
Pg, and equation (70) can be written 

z = pb s -1/A 
A pg A 

(71) 

or, employing the 
ZA, • ZA/(Pb/pg), 

previous scaling criteria, i.e., 

(72) 

Note that this equation is valid only for II. > 1, 
since no air phase exists when Pc ~ Pb 

Steady do~~ward flow. With steady percolation 
toward the water table capillary pressures are re
duced, and PA occurs at a greater elevation (if at 
a l l) than in the case of static equilibrium. Since 
the surface capillary pressure decreases with increa
sing f l ow rate , PA must be less than the surface 
capillary pressure if SA exists within the soil pro
file. Thus, a maximum percolation rate exists, be
yond which a suitable root environoent is nonexist
ent. At this limit 

Substituting equation (70) into (73) gives 

or 

< ( p b )ll ( p b )-ll s 11/). 
-cq. - pg pg A 

- q. 

S n/'A 
A 

<--
E: 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

Assuming that this l imitation of q. is satisfied , 
and noting that ZA can exist only in the region Z' 
< ZA < Z", then the relation between elevation and 
pressure is described by equation (32) , i .e., 



dZ 
dP. 

+ q.P.I"\ 
(32) 

P. 
Integrating equation (32) between the l imits 
1 at Z = Z' and P. = sA- l/A at Z • ZA gives 

-1/'A 
fA dP. 
1 l+q.P.n 

or substituting equation (26) for z• 
the result in scaled variabl es, 

1 = - - + l +q. 
dP. 

+ q.P .n 

where q. has a negati ve value. 

(76) 

and expressing 

(77) 

Steady upward flow . During steady upward flow, 
capi llary pressure head increases more rapidly than 
elevation head . Therefore the effective saturation 

,. 
continually decreases with elevation ~bove Z' , and 
SA can be located at any point within the region Z' 
< ZA < H. Since the surface capillary pressure in
creases with increasing flow rate, the only limita
tion on flux for t his case is t hat the prescribed 
flux can exist for a particular water table depth. 

The height of the ~one of insufficient aeration 
i s given by equat ion (77) , where q . has a positive 
value when flow is upward. 

As mentioned previousl y, the effective permeable 
height and effective saturated height are incorpora
ted into a numerical model of agricultural drainage 
systems based upon the Dupuit-Forchheimer assump
tions. This model is used to evaluate the shape and 
posit ion of t he water table as influenced by flow in 
the partially saturated region. After the water 
table is located, equations (72) and (77) are used to 
determine the region of t he soil having adequat e 
aeration. 

The details of the computer program are present
ed in Appendix A. 
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EXPER U1ENTAL PROCEDURES 

Physical ~!odel Experiments 

The objective of the laboratory experiments is 
to provide data regarding t he shape and posttton of 
the water table from a physical system in lvhich cap
il l ary flow contributes a significant portion of the 
total flow t oward the drain . These data are utilized 
to determine the boundary conditions under which the 
numerical model accurately describes t he physical sys
tem. The numerical model is ~ssumed to be applicable 
to a hypothetical system, and the remainder of this 
study is concerned with analyzing the response of 
that hypotheti cal system . 

Data collected from two physical drainage models 
are used to verify the numerical model. These models 
were described in detail by Hedstrom, et al. (24). 
The l arger facility is a soil-fi l l ed flume 12 . 2 me
ters (40 feet) long, 1. 22 m (4 feet) nigh, and 5 .1 em 
(2 inches) thick. The smaller one, constructed as a 
scaled model of the larger, is 5.1 em t hick, 36.6 em 
high, and 3.66 m long. Both physical models are fit 
ted with tensiometers to allow monitoring the distri
buti on of capillary pressures throughout t he profile. 
Transient experiments were initiated by saturating 
the soil to a predetermined height and allowing the 
water table to become level. The transient response 
was due solely to drainage of preexisting fluid; that 
is, no infiltration accompanied the transient experi
ments . The t r ansient experimental data used in this 
study arc those reported by Hedstrom, et al. (24). 

Steady-state experiments were conduct ed with the 
larger model only. A rainfall simulator constructed 
and described by Smith (40) was used to maintain a 
s t eady uniform rate of infiltration at t he soil sur
face. A constant outflo1v level was maintained in the 
fully penetrating ditches 1vi th an overflow device . 
The tensiometers were connected to a series of mano
meter banks and monitored periodically after infiltra
tion began . The water table was assumed to be in 
equilibrium with the infiltration rate when capillary 
pressures ceased to change significantly. Some fluc
tuat ions in capi llary pressure continued indefinitely 
because of the influence of temperature fluctuations 
on conductivity and flow through the rainfall simula
tor. 

Although the free surface of the liquid phase is 
referred to as the water table , the wetting phase 
f luid used in the experimental studies was actually 
a hydrocarbon. This fl uid was used rather than water 
to minimize changes in soil capillar y properties due 
to swelling of the soil. Because of lower surface 
tension and density, this fluid also results in simu
lation of a water-filled model of approximately twice 
the dimensions of the physical model. 

Except for periodic in situ determinations of 
saturated conductivity, all properties of the soi l s 
used in this study are those presented by Hedstrom 
(23) . The reader is referred to that publication for 
detailed descriptions of t he techniques of evaluating 
the soil properties . Properties of the soils and the 
hydrocarbon liquid are tabulat ed i n Appendix B. 

Numerical Evaluations 

This 
solut ions 
formance . 
the other 

study is not intended to compare analytic 
with experimentally determined drain per
TWo such comparisons (one for equilibrium, 

for trans ient drainage) are presented only 
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to show that typical analytic so l utions do not ade
quately describe drain performance if capillary flo1.; 
is significant. The assumption of no capillary flow 
is represented by the numerical solution of the case 
where bubbling pressure is zero . This solution is 
used as a basis to which solutions accounting for 
capillary f l ow are compared. 

Except for numerical models to simul ate the ex
perimental data, all numerical models simulate a 
hypothetical drainage system having arbitrarily se
lected dimensions . Table 1 shows the range of physi
cal parameters used in these numerical model s . A 
total of 156 numerical analyses 111ere conducted, simu
lating various combinations of the parameters shown 
in Tab l e 1. Each numerical value of these parameters 
i.s hereafter designated by its symbol and the column 
of Table 1 in which the value appears. For example, 
L(3) represents a drain spacing of 1500 units . 

Tab l e 1. Summary of Physical Parameters Used in 
~umerical Models 

Condit ion 
rara:, cte-r 3 5 

S~turQto.l hvdr>ul S c eon · 0 .00~ 
ductivi~y -k, [l/T) 

Eifect il·o pores i ty 0 .:l 
. ~e' [n.d. ) 

Depth to imperneable 100. 
13)'Cr · 0, [l) 

Drain sp~c i ng . l , [L) 500. 1000. 1500 . 

~·atcr I CI"O I in d i tch 0. 33.33 66.67 
. yd' [I.) 

Initial water uble 33.33 66.67 100. 
elevation .y i, [L] 

Infiltration rate . q, 0. 2xl o·6 Jxlo· S 2x1o-s 4xlO·S 

[L/T) 

Bubbling pressure h•od 0 . s. 10. 20. 40 . 
·Pb/pg, (l) 

rorc-si:c di~tribution 2/3 4/3 10/3 
index - A, [n.d.) 

Kote: brockcts indi cote d ic:~cns ion~ of parnmctcr; L • len~th, T • t i~~ , 
n .d . - di mension] {'SS . 

The units of each of these Parameters are arbi
trary, so long as consistent units are used . Not e 
that the boundary conditions simulated are very spe
cific, with the soil thickness , D , being a constant 
throughout the study . Except for four series of mod
els, the drain spacing was held constant at lOQO 
units (designated as L(2) to represent the second 
enumerated condition of spacing, L , of Table 1) . 

Steady-state models . Solut ions to the condition 
of drainage rn equilibrium with steady infiltration 
were achieved by s imul ating the transient problem un
til the position of the water table remained constant . 
The criterion of equilibrium was selected such that 
the water tab l e elevation did not change in the 
third significant digit as time increased by a factor 
of 100 .25 . This transient technique is not efficient 
for generating equilibrium solutions, but is probably 
as fast with respect to computer time as the itera
tive technique required to obtain an equilibrium so
lution directly. This technique a l so avoided develop-



ment of another computer program and provided analy
ses of transient responses to steady percolation. 

For each infilt ration r ate ~reater than :ero, 
i.e., infiltration conditions 2 through 5 in Table 1 , 
q(2-5) , a ser ies of analyses was made with each di t ch 
l evel condition, Yd(l-3) . Each of these series of 
analyses consisted of a ~roup of runs to evaluate 
separately the effect s of Pb/~g and of A. The con
ditions f or evaluating the effects of bubbl ing ores
sure head were Pb/ng (1-5) , ~(2) (see Tab l e 1) , 
and t hose used to eval uate t he effect s of nore-size 
distr ibution were Pb/og (4), A(l-3). The condition 
Pblog (1) was used in each case as the basis for 
comparison of capillary effects , since Pb/og = 0 i m
pl ies (from t he Brooks-Corey theory) that there are 
no capil l ary effects. 

To evaluate qualitatively the effect of spacing 
upon drain performance, one series of analyses (i .e ., 
using t he r ange of Pb/pg and A as described above) 
was rnadc with each of conditions L(l) and L(3) , with 
Yd(l) , q(4). 

Transient models. The transient response of 
drain~analyzed for the case of no infi l tration , 
q(l) , only . Maintaini ng drain spacing , L(2) , con
stant, a series of analyses (i.e., varying Pb/pg and 
A as described above) was made for each of six com
binations of boundary and initial conditions as shown 
in Table 2 . 

Tabl e 2. In1tial and Boundar y Conditions on Transient 
Flow Models 

Boundary Condition, Initia l Condition , yi 
yd 33 . 33 66. 67 100 .0 

0 X X X 

33 .33 X X 

66 .67 X 

As with the equilibrium analyses, the condition 
of no capillary flow (as shown in Table 1) for each 
series of r uns was Pb/pg(l) . Effects of drain spac
ing were evaluated for Pb/pg (1-5) ~(2) , Yi (2) 
with Yd(l) and Yd(2) and drain spacings L(l) 
and L(3). 

Zone of aeration. After evaluating the position 
and snaj)e of the water table for each of t he above
mentioned model runs, t he hei ght of the zone of i nsuf
ficient aeration was calculated. This height was 
added t o the wat er table height to det er mine the r e 
gion (if any) in which the degr ee of satur ation was 
less than some predet ermined ar bitr ary value. Further 
analyses wer e conduct ed wi th P~/Pg = 0 t o det ermine 
the spacing (based upon no caplllary considerations ) 
that would result in a water table equal in e l evat ion 
to the elevation of this zone of insufficient aer a
tion. 
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Resul ts of t hese analyses are pres ent ed i n the 
fol lowing section . 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The primary objectives of this study were to 
evaluate the effects of capillarity upon the location 
of a zone of adequate aeration, and to evaluate the 
drain spacing necessary to provide a specified dept h 
of aeration . These objectives were pursued by us ing 
a numerical model based upon the Dupuit-Forchheimer 
assumptions. The results presented in this section 
represent only a portion of the solut ions generated , 
and are typical of all solutions obt ained . The re
mainder of the r esults are shown in Appendices C 
through F. 

It must be emphasized that the results cannot be 
extended to more general boundary conditions than 
those simulated in t his study . These investigations 
must be extended considerably before they can serve 
as general guidelines for design of drainage systems. 

Inadequacy of Cl assical Drainage Theories 

The exper iments were expected to be significant
ly affected by the capi l lary region. The primary 
objective of this study was to evaluate the effects 
of capillary properties on the l ocation of an aerated 
region, rather than to evaluate the adequacy of clas
sical drainage theories. Therefore, the experimental 
data are compar ed with only two analytical solutions ; 
one typical of the classical solutions to equilibrium 
drainage and t he other to transient drainage prob l ems. 
The ellipse equation and Glover's equation for the 
case of the drain on the i mpermeable boundary are com
pared with experimental data to illustrate that ne
glecting the effect s of t he capill ary region can lead 
to significant errors . 

The ellipse equation , based upon the Dupuit
Forchheimer assumptions, is 

Yc = (L
2 

q . /2 + Y~) l/2 (78) 

where Yc is the water-table height at the center
line, Y d is the water level .in the drains, q . is 
the dimensionless infiltration rate (q/K) , and L 
is the drain spacing. Figure 4 shows a comparison of 
the solution to equation (78) 

100 
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> 
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E •perimen!ol Dolo 

0 o~----I0~0~--~2~0~0----~30~0~---4~0~0--~50~0~--~6~00 

Distance fro"' Dro ift·tlll, 

Figure 4 . Comparison of solution to the ellipse equa
tion with experimentally determi ned equili
brium water table position. 

with the steady state water table measured in the 
large flume. The measured water table is lower at 
the centerline than predicted by the el lipse equation, 
which indicates that the ellipse equation underesti
mates the spacing that will maintain t he desired 
wat er table position. 
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Figure 4 also shows the l ocus of points at which 
the effective saturation , Se , is 0.8. This satura
tion was selected, based upon the work of Stegman, et 
al (42) , to r epresent t he limit of the region of ade
quate aeration. This zone is above the water table 
predicted by the ellipse equation, which indicates 
that the ellipse equat ion overestimat es t he spacing 
required to maintain the desired depth of aerated 
soil profile (assuming that the classical analysis 
considers the entire region above the water table t o 
be aerated) . 

Glover ' s equation (Dumm, 19) for the case of 
drains on the impermeable boundary is also based uoon 
the Dupuit -For chheimer assumptions. This equat ion for 
trans ient drainage is 

(79) 

where t is time, ~ is the drainable porosity, Y0 
is t he initial drainable depth , and all other vari
ables are as defined for the el lipse equation. Fi
gur e 5 compares the solution of equation (79) with 
the experimental data of Hedstrom, et al. (24). 
Glover ' s equation predicts a significantly slower de
cline of t he water table than was observed experiment
ally. Thus, like the equilibrium equation, the clas 
sical equation for transient drainage underestimates 
the spacing for a given water table response . 

0.8 

0.4 

0.2 

Figure 5 . 
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Time- seconds 

Comparison of solution to Glover' s equa
tion with experimental l y observed decl ine 
of the water table. 

The rate of decline of the surface at which Se 
0 .8 is much s lower than predicted by Glover ' s equa

tion as shown in Figure 5 . In fact, the zone of ade
quate aeration can never come closer to the water 
level in the drain than the scaled height, ZA . , 
given by equation (72). Thus, Glover 's equation also 
overestimates t he drain spacing required to give a 
particular depth of aer ated soil . The re l ative over
estimation increases to infinity as the dept h of de
sired aeration approaches the depth to water in the 
drain ditch . 

The degree of deviation of experimental data 
fr om theory shown in Figures 4 and 5 mav not be ob
served in fie ld installations designed by an exDer
ienced drainage engineer . The design values of spe
cific yield and water table depth are usually based 



upon previous experience with similar drainage sys
tems in simi lar soi l s . As a resu lt, the value of 
specific yield used in desi~n calculations is an 
artificial value , which forces the fit between experi
mental data and theory. Duke (18) discusses the 
hazard of using such artificial values of specific 
yield when the depth to 11ater table differs signifi
cantly from that at which the specific yield was eval
uat ed. Such "rule of thumb" practices undoubtedly 
give satisfactory results in ar eas where considerable 
past experience is available, but fail t o give due 
consideration to those parameters that can result in 
significant differences in the flow s ituation. 

Influence of Soil Parameters~~api l lary ~hen~ 

Saturation profiles. In a previous section it 
was shown that the saturation profile is dependent 
upon the bubbling pressure head, pore-size distribu
tion, and the magnitude and direction of vertical 
f l ux through the capillary region. Figure 6 i llus 
trates the distribution of saturation with scaled 
height, Z., above the water table when the soi l pro
file is in static equilibrium with the water table. 
As the distribution of pore sizes becomes more uni
form (i .e., ~ increases) the volume of drainable 
water above the water tab le decreases. This volume 
of drainable 111ater is represented by the area under 
t he curves of Figure 6, evaluated from zero to a 
height, Z. , corresponding to the water table depth. 
At large ~ the saturation approaches residual satu
ration (Se = 0) at relatively small Z .. Thus the 
partially saturated region has less influence upon 
drain performance if ~ is large . The shape of the 
saturation profi le is less sensitive to changes in ~ 

for large values of ~ than for small values. There
fore , it is more important to evaluate ~ carefully 
for soils with a wide range of pore sizes (e.g., 
c l ays ) than for soils with uniform pore sizes (e.g., 
clean sand) . 

Figure 6 . 

.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

Saturation profile in static equilibrium 
with the water table. 

The pr esence of a steady down~-o•ard flux of water 
can significantly affect the shape of the saturation 
profile, as shown in Figure 7 . For the flux sho1;n 
here (i.e., one percent of the saturated conductivity) 
the saturation profile for low ~ values is little 
different from the equilibrium profi l e over the range 

~7 

of Z. shown. At high values of ~ , however, the 
saturation remains significantly higher. Se approa
ches a minimum value corresponding to the saturation 
at which the hydraulic conductivity is equal in mag
nitude to the flux. It is apparent that a downward 
flux increases the volume of water in the capill ary 
region and can be expected to increase the influence 
of the capillary region on drain performance . Satu
ration profiles for a r ange of downward f luxes are 
shown graphically in Appendix C. 

Figure 7 . Saturation profile with steady downward 
flux (q. = -.01). 

When flux is upward , the pressure gradient in
creases rapidly with height above the water table. 
Because of these large gradients and the resulting 
high capi l l ary pressures, the saturat ion decreases 
rapidly with Z , as shown in Figure 8. Anat , et al. 
(2) showed that a maximum height exists above which 
a given flux cannot be maintained from the water ta
ble. This limiting height is evidenced by the fact 
that Se goes to zero at a finite elevation above 
t he water tab l e as shown in Figure 8. 
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Saturation profile with steady upward flux 
(q . = .01 ). 



Sin.;e the are:~s under the .:urve~ of Fi)!ure 8 arc 
less th::tn in the .:orresponding ~qul l ibrium .:~ses , up
,,~rd flo1; .:an be expect ed to les~cn the import:tn.:e 
of hori:ontnl flow in the capi llary region. Such up
''ard fluxes, 1~hich might result from cvapotran~pi r.:l
tion, are more pertinent to problems of subirri~ation, 
and •..:ill not ue .:onsidcred further in this stud~· . 

~i_fec_tj ve £.c...:El_cable he_i_g_h.!_. Since the cffecti vc 
hydraulic coliductivity is dependent upon saturation, 
the shape of the saturation profile strongly influ
ences the ability of the capillary region to trnn~mit 
~~ater to1~ard the drain. Figure 9 ~hoh·s the cffe.:t of 
n and scaled depth to hater table, H. , upon the 
effective permeable height, Ilk . , for the static 
profiles of Figure 6. The curves of Figure 9 ,,·ere 
calculated from equation (21~ It is apparent that the 
major contribution to Hk. occurs lvi thin a relative
ly short distance above the '-'ater table . Ilk. is in
fluenced by "'ater t .<bl e depth to greater depth for 
smal l values of n and is more sensi t ive to change5 
in n for ~mnll values of ~ Regardless of the 
value of n , Hk. is never less than unit)' \\hen 
H . ., l. 
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As previously mentioned, when the flux is down
ward, the hydraulic conductivity is nowhere less than 
t he magnitude of the flux . Therefore, do~tnl~ard flux 
increases the effective permeable height, as indi
cated by equation (44) and s hown graphically in Fig
ure 10 . The same general observations apply to this 
case as to the case of static equi librium . However, 
Hk . docs not approach a constant as water-table depth 
increases . Rather, as indicated by the second term 
in equation (44) , Hk· increases linearly with H. at 
higher values of H. (i.e ., H. > Z."). Therefore, 
the entire depth of profile can contribute to hori:on
tal flow, and the water table depth becomes an i mpor
tant consideration in evaluating the t otal flow 
system . 

Figure 11 shows the influence of q . upon Hk. 
for a selected value of H. and n . The rate of 
increase of Hk. with increasing q. is not great 
except for relatively large q .. This suggests that 
Hk. can be calculated from the static equilibrium 
equation (equation 21) with little error so long as 
q. is sma ll. The rate of ch::mge of Hk· 1~ith re
spect to q. is also dependent upon ~ (and upon H. 
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for shallow "'3tcr tab I c depths) . A!' n increases , 
the deviation from the eoui 1 ibri urn value increases . 
'111e re l ations beth·cen Ilk . and II. for various fl ux 
ratios, from ,,·hich Fi)tllre 11 is constructed, arc nrc
~ented in Aopendix D. 
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Effect of fl ux upon effective permeable 
height . 

Effective saturated height. \\'hen the \\'atcr t able 
is in equilibrium '"ith steady percolation , the effec
tive permeable height is sufficient to describe the 
effects of the capi llary region upon the fl01~ system. 
In such a case, the saturation ~bove the water table 
is invariant with time and release of water from 
storage does not enter into t he consideration of flow. 
Ho1~evcr, if the 1~atcr table declines 1vith time, at 
Least part of the outflow is derived from soil stor
age, and chan~es in storage become important . The 
depth of water stored above the water table is indi
cated by tho equivalent saturated height, Hs · Figure 
12 illustrates the i nfluence of ~Yater table depth, 
H., upon lis., as computed from equation (59), ·.~hen 
the soi l profile is in static equilibrium 1dth the 
1o1ater table . The scaled effective saturated height, 



Hs· , exhibits much the same relation to water table 
depth as does Hk .. However, since the exponent 
of capil lary pressure, Pc , is larger (i.e ., a smal
ler negative number, A < n) in the equation relating 
Se to Pc than in the equation relating relative con
ductivity, Kr , to Pc , H . is much larger than 
Hk . at a particular water iable depth . H . is much 
more sensitive to H. and to n thansis Hk .. 
Therefore, the effective specific yield continues to 
change as the water table declines t o relatively 
large depths. 

As in the case for Hk. , a downward flux can 
signifi cantly increase the magni tude of H5 . (Figure 
13). Because of the magnitude of A relative to n, 
Hs· is influenced by the vertical flux more than is 
Hk .. Therefore use of the equilibrium equation to 
calculate H5 • may r esult in significant errors. 
Since the case of steady percolation in conjunction 
with a falling water table was not considered in this 
study, the effects of q . upon Hs. have not been 
evaluated in detail. The relations between Hs· and 
H. for a range of q. are given in Appendix D, and 
are similar to Figures 12 and 13. 
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,. 
Zone of insufficient aeration. The concepts pre

sented in the preced1ng sections provide a means to 
evaluate the contribution of capillary flow and stor
age in a Dupuit-Forchheimer analysis. Such an analy
sis will allow evaluation of the shape and position 
of the water table. The water table per se , however, 
is of indirect importance to the problem of maintain
ing a suitable degree of aeration within the root 
zone. Depending upon the distribution of pressure 
in the capillary region, the saturation remains quite 
high for some distance above the water table. It is 
of prime interest to evaluate the height above the 
water table at which the saturation is sufficiently 
low to permit adequate root aeration. 

The scaled depth of insufficient aeration is 
given by equations (72) and (77) for s tatic equili
brium and steady downward flow, respectively. Exami
nation of these equations r eveals that t he scaled 
depth of insufficient aeration, ZA .• is simply t hat 
point on the saturation distr ibution curves (Figures 
6 and 7) at which adequate aeration, SA , occurs . 
Therefore, these two figures show, for their respec
tive flux rates, zA. as a function of any selected 
value of SA . 

It is apparent from Figur es 6 and 7 that ZA. is 
dependent upon n . Figure 14 illustrates the effect 
of n upon ZA when SA is selected as 0.8. zA. 
is very sensitive to changes in n for small n , but 
changes less than 20 percent as n increases from 
6 to infinity. The effect of n upon ZA. is 
strongly dependent upon the selected value of SA, as 
is apparent from Figure 6 . At large SA , n has 
little effect upon ~A. , but for smaller SA t he 
variation of zA. w1th n becomes very large . 
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Effect of n upon scaled height of in
sufficient aerat ion , s tatic equilibrium. 

Comparing Figures 6 and 7 indicates that a down
ward flux increases the sensitivity of ZA to n . 
Figure 15 shows the relation between ZA. · and -q. 
for SA= 0.8. From this figure, it is seen that ZA. 
differs from the stat ic equi librium value i n excess 
of 10 percent only for -q. greater than about 0.07. 
Therefore, the static equilibrium value should be an 
adequate approximation to ZA, over a wide range of 
q. . Again, ·however, this relationship between q. 
and ZA is dependent upon the sel ected value of SA . 
For lower values of SA' the range of q. over which 
the equilibrium value is adequate is considerably 
smaller. 

From Figure 7, it is evident that when a down
ward flux ·persis ts, there is a minimum saturati on 
that can exist. Conversely, for any value of SA and 
n there is a maximum downward flow rate beyond whi ch 
the selected SA cannot exist. This maximum flow 
rate , given by equation (75), is shown graphically as 
a function of n i n Figur e 16. The maximum flux is 
most sensitive to n at low values of n. Unless a 
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very low SA is required (or the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity is quite low) this restriction on q. 
is not likely to eliminate the zone of aeration under 
typical drainage conditions. 

In the preceding discussions, it has been shown 
that the effects of n upon HK, Hs, and ZA are 
relatively small for large values of n. However, 
the same conclusion cannot be drawn regarding the ef
fect of bubbling pressure head, Pb/pg. Since Pb/pg 
is the scaling parameter for the dimensionless form 
of each of these terms, the effective permeable and 
saturated heights and the height of the zone of inade
quate aeration are directly proportional to Pb/pg . 
Therefore, except for very low n values, such as 
may be characteristic of clay soils, the value of 
bubbling pressure head is expected to be a more im
portant parameter than is n . 

Verification of the Numerical ~lodel 

The numerical model developed in this study is 
based upon the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions and 
utilizes the concepts of equivalent permeable height 
and equivalent saturated height to account for the ef
fects of the capillary region upon drain performance. 
Before this numerical model can be used to evaluate 
the effects of the various capillary parameters, it 
is necessary to demonstrate the adequacy of the model 
for predicting drain performance. 
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Steady state. l'lhen the water table is in equili
brium with steady infiltration, the specific yield of 
the soil does not i nfluence drain performance , and 
the effective permeable height is a sufficient param
eter to describe the effects of the capillary region. 
The numerical model used in this study, called FLODF , 
can be used to simulate the problem where capillary 
f low is neglected, simply by setting Hk. ~ 0. Figure 
17 shows the comparison of this numerical solution 
for no capillary flow with the solution of the el
lipse equation . Since both solutions utilize the 
Dupuit- Forchheimer assumptions and both consider the 
nonlinearity in flow depth, the coincidence of the 
b~o solutions indicates that the size of finite in
crements used in the model is sufficiently small. 
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Figure 17. Comparison of solutions of numerical model 
and ellipse equation for steady state, no 
capillary flow considered . 

The adequacy of the model to describe the prob
lem where capillary flow is considered is shown in 
Figure 18. Local nonhomogeneity, as discussed by 
Smith (40), undoubtedly contributes to the scatter 
of the experim.ental data. Further comparisons, shown 
in Appendix E, indicate comparable agreement . 
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Figure 18. Comparison of numerical solution with ex
perimental data, steady state. 

Transient drainage. To verify the adequacy of 
FLODF to simulate the transient drainage problem ne
glecting capi l lary flow, the numerical solution is 
compared with Glover's solution for the drain on the 
boundary. Glover's equation for this case accounts 
for the nonlinearity in depth of flow. Because of 
the i nitially flat water table, however , Glover's so
lution is only an approximate solution to the dif
ferential equation. The comparison of these two solu
tions is shown in Figure 19. Except for early times , 
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Comparison of solution of Glover' s equa
tion and numerical model, transient flow, 
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the two solutions are quite close, which is accepted 
as evidence that the numerical solution is adequate. 
Figure 20 i llustrates the adequacy of FLOOF for simu
lating transient f low when t he capil l ary region is 
signifi cant . Except at very small times , which are 
usually of minor inter est, FLODF adequately describes 
the rate of decline of the 1~ater table. Several he
tor s undoubtedly contribute to the lack of agreement 
at early time. The numerical model does not consider 
the effect of vertical gradients, which are quite 
large at very ear l y t i mes . When the water table is 
fal l ing rapidly, the celerity of the water table af
fects the shape of the saturation profile. Thus one 
would expect the water table to decline more rapidly 
than pr edicted until the rate of decline becomes suf
ficiently small . 
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Comparison of transient numerical solu
tion wi th experimental data, significant 
capi llary flow. 

For one s eries of experimental boundary condi
tions, the numerical model was not successful, as il
lustrated in Figure 20. When the water t able was 
initially at the surface, the numerical model predict
ed a more rapid decline than was indicat ed by the ex
per i mental r esults, as shown i n Figure 21 . 

I t is apparent that the finite difference ap
proach used is inadequate to accurately model this 
boundary condition. Under this initial condition, 
the soil remains saturated to the surface for some 
time after the water t abl e begins to decl ine. There
fore, the water table wil l decl i ne very rapi dly 
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i nitially, with tho initial outflow derived from ex
pansion of the liquid phas e and entrapped gases. 
Since the numerical model is based upon the assump
tion that the liquid is incompressible, the model can
not be expected to accurately evaluate this initial 
phase of drainage. As a result, the rate of decline 
is overpredicted. Therefore, further analyses of 
this initial boundary condition are not consider ed. 
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Comparison of experimental and predicted 
transient drain response, water table 
initially at soi l surface . 

Appendix E contains the comparison of experimen
tal and predicted drain performance for a ll equil i
brium and transient exper i ments in this study . All 
of these r esults are comparable to those presented i n 
the text. 

Except where the initial water table is at the 
surface, t hese comparisons between experiment al and 
numerical results are considered suffi ciently accu
rate to justify further use of the numerical model to 
evaluate the effects of capillary properties u~on 
drain performance. The fo llowing sections describe 
the results of numerical model analyses conduct ed for 
a hypothetical soil, with a restricted range of bound
ary condit ions. In all cases , t he hydraulic conduc
tivity is 2 x Io-3, the effective porosity is 0.30, 
and tho total depth of soil is 100. Except wher o 
speci fied otherwise, the drain spacing is 1000 units . 
The units of each parameter can be selected arbitrar
ily, so long as consistent units are us ed. 

Shape and Posit ion of the Water Table 

The numerical model was used to simulate 156 com
binations of boundary and initial conditions , s oil 
properties, and infiltration rates. The numer ical 
results discussed in the text of this paper r epresent 
typical examples of the cases evaluated . Appendi x F 
contains the pertinent results of all analyses con
ducted. 

Steady state . The effect of the capillary region 
upon the equilibr ium position of the water table de
pends upon the effective permeable height of the 
capi l lary region. Figure 22 indicates the effect of 
increasing Hk by increas ing the bubbling pr essure 
head . 

The upper curve of this figure represents the so
lution to the ellipse equation, i.e., capillary fl ow 
is neglected . As the effective permeable height, Hk, 
is i ncreased, the area through which horizontal flow 
can occur is increased. Since the uniform flux is 
constant, the result of increasing Hk i s that 



smaller gradient s are required and the water tab l e be
comes fla tter. Since Hk is di rectly proportional 
to Pb/Pg, the effect of i ncreasing Pb/og is 
significantly reflected in the water table position. 
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Figure 23 i llustrates t he effect of 11 upon 
~o.•ater table position. The water table posit ion is not 
nearly as sensitive to n as i t is to Pb/pg, since 
Ilk is affected relatively little by 11 . 
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Figure 23 . Effect of n upon equilibrium water ta-
ble position . 

The effect of infiltration rate upon water tab l e 
elevation at the centerline , Yc , is shown in Figure 
2~. The pr imary r esult of increased i nfiltration is 
to increase the water t able elevation . This increase 
in water table elevation reduces the fract ion of the 
flow moving through the capillary region by increas
ing toe depth of saturated soil relative to Hk . Hk 
itself is little influenced by this increased flux, 
s ince i ncreasing q . tends to i ncrease Hk while 
the higher water table results in a smal ler distance 
from \~ater table to sci 1 surface and tends to decrease 
lik . As a resul t, the m~gni tude of the ~rror in. \~ater 
table el evation resul ung from negloc tJLng cap1llary 
flo1• .is relativel y independent of fl ux. The relative 
error, however, decreases as the infiltr ation rate is 
i ncreased. 

The tailwater level in the drain di tch has a sig· 
nificant effect upon the sensitivi t y of the water 
table to increased bubb l ing pressure head as shown in 
Figure 25 . Increasing the ditch leve l i ncreases depth 
avail3ble for saturated flow throughout the distance 
between drains . Thus the gradient necessary t o attain 
a given flow i s reduced . Although t ho gradient rna;· 
be reduced in proportion to Hk (i .e . t o Pb/p o 
the effect upon water table position is substantJ>l . . y 
less at higher tailwater depths . These small J~adi 

ents account for t he minor change in Yc 1~itil i n
creasing Pb/pg at YiD "' 2/3 (see Figure 25) ·.~hile 

Yc changes by a factor of two over the range of 
Pb/ (l g shown t..•hen Y di D " 0 . 
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between centerline water table height 
and bubbling pressure head. 

Figure 26 indi cat es that drain spacing has lit
t l e influence upon the magnitude of difference be
tween the capi l lary and c lassical analyses of center
line water table elevat ion . Since t he water table 
elevation at the centerline i ncreases with increased 
drain spacing, the relative difference between the 
two analyses decreases 1~ith i ncreasing drain spacing . 

Transient flow. When the water table position 
changes w1th t i me, the contribution of the capi l lary 
retion depends upon both the conductivity and the 



saturation characteristics of the soil in the capil 
lary zone. Hedstrom, et al. {24) demonstrated that 
the capillary region significantly affects transient 
performance of drains. Their techniques, however, 
did not allow evaluation of the relative effects of 
the effective permeable height, Ilk , and the effec
tive saturated height, lli. , upon transient drainage. 
The numerical model deve oped for this study is cap
able of such analyses. FLODF can simulate no capil
lary effects {Hk nnd H5 assumed :ero), the influ
ence of capillary conductivity only (H5 = 0), or the 
combined effects of capillary conductivity and capil
lary storage. Figure 27 shows one such analysis, con
sidering each of the three alternatives for treating 
the capillary region. 
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Figure 26. Effect of drain spacing upon influence 
of bubbling pressure head on equilibrium 
water table height. 
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Comparison of the relative importance of 
capillary conductivity and capillary 
storate to decline of the water table at 
the centerline. 

For the boundary conditions of the analysis 
shown, it is apparent that the effects of Hk and H5 
are of the same order of magnitude. As in the steady
state problem, the capillary region tends to increase 
the depth through which f l ow can occur. This in
cr eased flow depth tends to increase the rate of f l ow, 
and consequent ly increases the rate of 1~ater table 
decline. Since Hs increases less rapidly than does 

.' 
water table depth, the apparent specific yield in
creases with increasing water table depth . The low 
apparent specific yield at early time also increases 
the rate of water table decline, since a smal ler vol 
ume of water must move through the soil to obtain a 
given 1~ater table decl i ne. 

The capillary flow is directly proportional to 
the magnitude of Hk. Therefore, since Hk ·approaches 
a cons t ant at relatively shallow water table depth, 
the conductivity contribution of the capi l lary region 
is affected little by water table ~epth, so lon~ as 
this depth is significantly greater than Pb/og (see 
Figure 9). On the other hand, lis is quite sensitive 
to water table depth over a wide range . The influence 
of Hs upon release of capillary water is nor depen
dent upon the magnitude of H~, but rather upon dH5 /dH 
(i .e., rate of change of H5 with respect to water 
table depth) . Since dHs/dH is largest for small wa
ter table depth (see Figure 12), the effect of capil
lary storage is more pronounced 1;hen the 1~ater table 
is shal low. This water table depth dependence is il
lustrated by comparing Figures 27 and 28 . The initial 
water table for Figure 27 was at 2/ 3 the total soil 
depth, 1-1hile that for Figure 28 was only 1/3 the 
total soil depth. It is apparent that the capi l lary 
conductivity is more important than the capillary 
storage for this latter case. 
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Figure 28. Comparison of the relative i mportance of 
capillary conductivity and caPil l ary stor
age to decline of a deep water tab l e . 

The effect s of increasing Pb/og upon the rate 
of water table decline are illustrated in Figure 29. 
As in the case of steady drainage, the caPillary zone 
has a capacity to transmit flow toward the drain. As 
a result , increasing Pb/pg increases the effective 
permeable height, Hk , and drainage is more rapid. 
Since Hs is also directly proportional to ~/og, 
the effect of capillary storage becomes more pro
nounced as Pb/pg is increased . For the initial 
condition i l lustrated in Figure 29, t he soil was ini
tially saturated to the surface for Pb/Dg = 40. As 
a result, the water table decline at the centerline 
1-1as almost instantaneous to the point where the sur
face soi l began to desaturate, thus accounting for 
the low water table at early time. 

Figure 30 illustrates the effect of n upon the 
transient response. As indicated by equations (21) 
and (59) the rate of water table decline is not as 
sensi tive to n as to Pb/og. The sensitivity to 
changes in n decrease as n becomes large. So long 
as Pb/Dg is finite, the water tabl e must drop more 
rapidly than indicated by the analysis neglecting 
capi l lary f l ow, regardless of the value of n . Note 



that as '1 -+ .. , Ilk and Hs approach Pb/~g rather 
than ::ero. 
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Figure 29. Effect of bubbling pressure head upon 
transienl: t>ater table response. 
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Effect of n upon transient water table 
response . 

Because of differences in shape of the drawdo1~n 
curves, it is rather impractical to compare the en
tire curve for various initial, boundary and capil
lary conditions. Further comparisons of ~~ater table 
response are based upon the time required to achieve 
an arbitrarily selected fraction of the total avail
able drawdown. The relative drawdown, Yc/Y

0 
, se

lected for such comparisons is 0.8 . 

Figure 31 illustrates the effect of Pb/pg upon 
the t ime at which the wat er table declines to 80 per
cent of its original height (t. a) . As Pb/ pg in
creases , the rate of change of t.s with respect to 
Pb/Pg decreases . This indicates that the relative 
effectiveness of the capillary :one in transmitting 
1~ater toward the drain is reduced as Pb/ pg increases. 
Such an effect is expected if one considers the in
creased length of flow path and the increased con
vergence l osses near the drain resulting from these 
large capillary effects. 

Figure 32 illustrates the time to reach this 80 
percent drainage relative to the corresponding time 
if capillary effects are neglected. Again, this fig
ure illustrates the reduced effectiveness of the 
capillary r egion at high bubbling pressures. The ex
tremely fas t response at high bubbling pressure for 
the case Yi/D = 2/3, Yd/D = 1/3 is due to the fact 
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that the ~oil profile remains saturated to the sur
face durinR early time over a signif icant portion of 
the distance between drains. 
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Figure 31 . Effect of bubbling pressure head upon t i me 
required to lower water table to 80 per
cent of the initial drainable depth. 
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Figure 32. Effect of bubbling pressure head upon re
lative time required to lower water table 
to 80 percent of the initial drainable 
depth . 

Figure 32 also illustrates the effect of the 
initial water table level upon drain response. At 
early t ime, the capillar y region provides a larger 
flow area compared to the depth below the water table 
as the initial water table depth is decreased . This 
larger area for flow results in more rapid drawdown 
for the lower initial water table. As bubbling pres
sure head is increased, this difference in effective 
flow depths is offset by increased convergence losses 
in the capil l ary region. Figure 33 illustrates the 
effect of 'drain spacing upon the time r equired to 



obtain 80 percent drawdown . The relative time used in 
Figure 33 is the t ime required for the spacing shown 
divided by the time to obtain the same drawdown with 
L • 1000 . Drain spacing has little effect upon the 
relative significance of capillary flow except when 
the bubbling pressure head ls large . ll'hen drain spac
ing is small , l arge values of Pb/pg result i n sig
nificant convergence losses, whi ch reduce the effec
t iveness of the capillary r egion . On the other hand, 
when the spacing is increased, the effects of surface 
saturation at high bubbling pressure are significant 
over a lar ger pr oportion of the distance between 
drains. As a result, the rate of water table decline 
incr eases. 
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Effect of drain spacing upon time to ob
tain 80 percent drawdown relative to time 
at L = 1000. 

Region of Aeration 

The preceding sections have indicat ed the manner 
ln which t he capi llary flow region affect s the water 
table position . The water table position itself is 
of little direct impor tance to the problem of drain
age, however. One important function of drainage is 
to maintain the water content within the root zone 
sufficiently low to permit adequate aeration. This 
sect i on is devoted to a discussion of the effects of 
the region of insufficient aeration above the water 
table upon drain design. The effect of the capillAry 
region upon design spacing of drains is evaluated by 
assuming that the upper l i mit of t his zone of insuf
ficient aeration sat isfies the same aeration r equire
ments as the water table cal culated by neglecti ng 
capillary flow . Thus, an equival ent spacing i s de
fined which wil l give a water table elevation (ne
glecting capillary flow) equal to the elevation of 
the zone of insufficient aeration. For this discus
sion , it is assumed that the soil is adequately aer
ated whenever the effective saturation i s less than 
0.8. Further numerical results are presented in t ab
ular form i n Appendix F. 

Steady stat e . Figure 34 il lustrates the equi li
brium pos1t1on of the surface where SA = 0.8 for 
the water table profiles shown in Figure 22. In every 

case , the height of the zone of insufficient aer ation, 
ZA , (calculated fr om equation 77) is greater than the 
depression of the water table resulting from capil
lary flow. As a result, increasing the bubbli ng pres
sure head results i n a decreased depth of adequately 
aerated soil , even though the water table e l evation 
is l owered . 
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Figure 34 . Effect of bubbling pr essure head upon aer
ation profile, steady state drainage . 

Figure 35 indicates that the effects of n upon 
the aerated region are more significant than the ef
fect s upon the water table position (see Figure 23). 
The sensitivit y to changes in n decreases with in
creasing n , just as was the case regarding water 
t able response. The position of the aerated zone is 
much less sensitive to n t han to Pb/og , as indi
cated by equation (77) (i.e., ZA is directl y propor
tional to Pb/pg) . 
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Figure 35. 

D•slonc e fr om Drain 

Eff ect of n uoon equilibrium aerat ion 
profile. 

Figure 36 illustrates the effects of Pb/pg upon 
the height of the zone of insufficient aeration, YA, 
at the cent erline between drains . Since the water 
table depression is always less than Pb/pg , YA con
tiuues to increase with i ncr easing bubbling pressure 
head . The effect of Pb/pg upon YA decreases some
what as the water level in t ho ditch . is decreased. 
This results from the increased effect of Pb/pg upon 
water t ab le elevation for s ffiall Yd , as shown in 
Figure 25 , and the fact that ZA is independent of 
water table depth. 

As evidenced by the curve for Yd/0 • 2/3, it is 
entirely possibl e that the soil will have no zone of 
adequate aerati on at the centerline i f the bubbling 
pressure is sufficiently l arge and the water table is 
near t he surface. 

The effect s of the capillary region upon dTain 
design are presented in terms of a relative spacing. 



This relative spacing is the effective spacing (the 
spacing calculated by neglecting capi llary flow whi ch 
will result in a ~ater table at the same elevation as 
YA calcul ated by considering capillary flo1v) divided 
by the actual drai n spacing. Thus , this relative 
spacing is an indication of the spacing error result
ing from neglecting the effects of the capillary re 
gion . 
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Figure 36 . Effect of ?b/Pg upon height of zone of 
insufficient aeration at centerline . 

Figure 37 illustrates t he effect of bubbling 
pressure head and of tailwater level upon the rela
tive spacing. Because of relatively small effects of 
capillary fl ow upon water table position, the rela
tive spacing increases as dept h of tailwater increas
es (i .e. , as gradient decreases) . The i nfluence of 
conver gence upon the effect iveness of the capillary 
zone is again apparent for Yd/D = 0 , since the rate 
of change of relative spacing with respect to Pb/pg 
increases 1-li th i ncreasing bubbling pressure head. 
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Figure 37 . Effect of bubbl ing pressure head and tai l 
wat er level upon rel ative drain spacing. 
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The effects of drain spacing upon relative spac
ing are shown in Figure 38. Because of the increased 
significance of convergence losses, the relative snac
ing is larger for smal l drain spacing . The effects of 
drain spacing di minish as the spacing increases be
cause these convergence losses become a progress i vely 
smal l er fraction of the total head dissipated. 
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Figure 38. Effect of absolute drain spacing upon re
l at ive spacing, steady s tate . 

The effects of infiltrat ion rate and tailwater 
depth upon rel ative spacing are shown in Figure 39. 
The r e l ative soacing is increased by either reducing 
t he percol ation rate or raising the tailwater l evel . 
Either of these changes results in smal ler water 
table gradients . As discussed earlier, the effect of 
t he capillary region upon the position of t he water 
table is small when small water t able gradients exist . 
Since ZA is i ndependent of water tabl e gradient and 
depth to water table , it is these condi tions >Vhere 
water table gradient s are smal l that result in the 
greatest effects upon Y . Such small lvater table 
gradient s exist whenever t~e infiltration rate is l ow 
or the tailwater depth (therefore t he equivalent f l ow 
dept h) is l arge. 
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Figure 39 . Effect of infiltration r ate and t ailwater 
depth upon relative spacing . 

Transient drai nage . During transient drainage , 
t he zone of insufficient aeration above t he water ta
ble is assumed to have a constant thickness with time . 
That is, ZA is assumed to be the equilibrium value , 
given by eqaution (71) . The basis for comparison of 
drain performance is ar bitrari ly selected as the time 



rcqui red to reduce the :one of in,ldc•qua t e '1erat ion (It 
the center l ine betl•'e<::n drains , Y,\, to 0.~ the ori
ginal drai nab l e depth of the wat e r t able . 

Figure 40 i llu~trates the dfcct of bubblin.g 
pr essur e head upon the rate of decline of t he surfAce 
of aeration for the boundary conditions of Figur e 29. 
Although the rate of decl ine of the water table is 
increased by lar ge val ues of Pb/ ng , the effect of 
the capillary zone upon position of the water t ab l e 
is not as large as the val ue of ZA . As a result , 
increasing t he bubbl i ng pressure head delays the rat e 
of decline of the zone of insufficient aeration. I f 
ZA is greater than the ini t i al drainab le depth , the 
aerated :one ~i l l never decline below the i nitial 
water table e levati on , as is apparent for the case 
Pb/pg • 40 i n Figure 40 . As drai nage progresses to
war d tho fina l wat er table elevati on, Yd, the :one 
of i nadequate aeration, YA , approaches the constant 
elevation, Yd + ZA 
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Figur e 40 . Eff ect of bubbl ing pressure head upon rate 
of decl ine of the :one of insufficient aer
ation . 

Since the fina l water tabl e elevation, Yd, is i n
dependent of effects of t he capil l ar y regi on, t he ul
timate e ffects of 11 upon YA are some1vhat larger 
t han for t he case of equilibrium, as shown i n Figure 
-H . During early st::tges of aeration within t he re
gion considered , wat er t able gradients are larger for 
l arge 11 • The resulting higher water table tends to 
compensate for smal l va lues of ZA. As a result, the 
effects of 11 ar e initially smal l and tend to incr ease 
1~i th time. 
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Figure 4 1 . Effect of 11 upon r ate of decline of zone 
of i nsuffici ent aeration . 
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,, 
From the discussion of equi l ibri um drainage, one 

would expect the rel ative spacing to increase as the 
dr ainabl e depth (i .e . , Yi - Yd) decr eases . Figure 
42 il lustrate~ the effect of the initial and f inal 
wat er table depths upon relative spacing . The effects 
of increased conver gence l osses , due to smal l er satu
rated thickness are reflected in the slightly larger 
relative soacing s ho1;n for the case ~Vhere the tail 
~ater dept h is zero . 
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Figure 42 . Effcc~ of bubbling pressure head upon re
lative spacing for various initial and 
final boundar y conditi ons. 

The eff ect of dr a i n spaci ng upon r e lative spac
ing is shown i n Figure 43. Since the ini tial and 
final water t able elevations are the same for all 
spacings shown, the average gradient decreas es with 
i ncreasing drain spacing . Such was not t he case with 
t he equilibrium drainage discussed previous ly. As a 
r esult , t he effects of drain spaci ng upon r elative 
spacing are smal l for transient drainage . 
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Figur e 43 . Eff ect of bubb l ing pressur e head upon r e l a
tive spacing as influenced by drain spac-
i ng . 



It should be emphasizeJ that the m~gnitudc of 
the errors resulting from spacing calculations based 
upon the assumption of no capi llary fl 01• is dependent 
upon the degree of aeration requ i.red. If the effec
t ive saturation required for adequate aeration i s 
l ess than the value (0 .8) selected in this discussion, 
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t he relative spacing will be even greater than that 
indicated. From the standnoint of drain design, t his 
means that drains must be spaced even closer, and pos 
s i bly deener, to maintain an optimum environment for 
pl ant roots . 



CONCLUSIONS Al'JD RECO>O.IDJDATIONS 

1~e previous ' discussion has shown ~hat ne~lect
ing the effect s of the ca]lillary region on drain per
formance can resul t in ~erious design deficiencies . 
Cl assical drainage theories always overestimate the 
maximum spacing . The degree of overestimation de 
pends on the soil characteristics, the infiltration 
rate, injtial and boundary conditions , and the degree 
of aeration required within the root :one. 

The analyses performed for this study arc insuf
ficient to just ify any general design crit eria. They 
do, ho1.;ever, indicate the manner in 1;hich various 
parameters affect the error resulting from neglecting 
the capi llary region . 

The bubbling pressure head , Pb/Pg, is the most 
significant soil property affecting the adequacy of 
c lassical drai nage theories. As Pb/Dg increases, 
the classica l theories provide a l ess accurate des
cripti on of actual drain performance. The pore si:e 
distribution, n , is significantly less important in 
evaluating drain performance than is Pb/pg, espe
cially for large values of n. This suggests that, 
if Pb/pg can be determined accurately, ~hen n (which 
is considerably more difficult to evaluate) coul d 
possibly be esti mated with sufficient accuracy from a 
qualitative inspection of the particle si ze distri
bution . 

In general , the classical 
l east adequate evaluation of 

theories provide the 
drainage when water 
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table gradi ents are smal l . Such conditions may re
sult from low infi ltration rates, o, high hydraulic 
conductivity , K, (although l arge K is usually as
sociated with smal l Pb/og), a large saturated thick
ness of soil, or a large capillary region with res
pect to the total soil depth. 

It is recommended· that further investigation be 
conducted in the follo1~ing areas: 

1. 1ne analyses ]lresented here need to be ex
tended to more boundary conditions so they 
~·ill be useful in field design procedures, 

2. The effects of capillary flow upon systems 
in 1•hich vertical gradients are significant 
(e.g., tile drains i n t hick aquifers) should 
be evaluated, 

3. The effects of soil stratification upon the 
import ance of the capillary region shoul d be 
evaluated, 

4 . The possibility of developing correction 
factors to be applied to classical drainage 
theories should be investigated, and 

5. ~lethods for field evaluation of bubbling 
pressure head and pore size distribution 
index need to be developed . 
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APPE:\DIX A 

O~E-DDIE:\510:\AL :-."U~IERICAL ~tODcL 

The digital computer program utili:ed in this 
study employs a backl4ard-difference -implicit scheme 
fo r solution of the system of finite-difference equa
tions . The development of these equations, the tech
niques of solving the equations, and a copy of the 
computer pro~ram, FLODF, are present ed in t his sec
tion. 

The Finite-Difference Equat ions 

The partial differential equation describing 
mass continuity in flow of a solut ion t hrough porous 
media has been given by many i nvestigat ors as 

ap s 
~·-\I . F+S (A- 1) 

where Ps is the mass of so lut ion per unit volume of 
porous medium, F is the mass f lux of solution, S 
is the rate of production of mass per unit volume of 
porous medium, and t is time . Assuming t hat the 
density of the solution phase, PL , is invariant i n 
space and time , equation (A-1 ) can be reduced to 

ae -· ot (A-2) 

where e is the volumetric so lution content (Ps/PL) , 
Q is the volumetric flux rate (FIPL) , and Sv is 
the sour ce strength on a volumetric basis (S/PL) . 

As previously discussed , program FLODF utilizes 
a Dupui t-Forchheimer approach to the solution of 
equation (A-2). Figure A-1 i llustrates the boundary 
conditions and symbol s utilized in FLODF. 
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Figure A-1. Boundary conditions and symbolism used 
in FLODF. 

equat ion (A-2) can be written in one -dimensional 
form as 

4> dYS = • !,g_ + q 
ilt dX (A-3) 

where x is the horizontal space coordinate, measured 
from the drai n out l et, ~ is the draina~le porosity, 

I 
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Ys is the effective saturated thickness, and q is 
the uniform percolation rate. Assuming that the vol 
umetric fl~x is described by Darcy 's equation, equa
tion (A-3) becomes 

a av ~v 
- (K Y !...-) " ~ .,-ts - q 
~'x k ax o 

(A-4) 

where Yk is the depth available for horizontal flow 
and Y is the height of the water table. This depth 
of horizontal fl ow is the sum of the ~~ater table 
height and the effective permeable height, Hk, or 

(A-5) 

The effective saturated thickness, Y5 , is similarly 
given by 

(A-6) 

Both Ilk and lis are described in detail in the text. 
and are dependent upon soil properties and the rate 
of percolation through t he partially saturated zone, 
q . 

If the soil is homogeneous with respect to the 
saturated hydraulic conductivity , K, then equat i on 
(A-4) may be ~~ri t ten 

a (Y av) 
ax k ax (A-7) 

By dividing the flow r egion into N equal incre
ments in the x-direction, and applying a backward 
difference scheme, equat ion (A-7) can be written in 
f i nite-difference form for increment i(i- 2 ,N- l) as 

(y t+At Yt. +At) 
Yk, i +l/2 i+l - l 

t+6t _ y~+At) 
\ , i -1/2(\ l - 1 . 

t.x 2 

K 
(A-8) 

where the subscripts i, i-1 and i+l repr esent the 
grid of interest and i ts two adjacent grids , respec
tively; t refers to a time level at which the so
lution has been determined, and 6t is the increment 
of time at the end of which a solution is desired . 
The implicit sol ut ion technique used places no res
trictions upon t he time incr ement to achieve stabi
lity of the solution. Other restrictions upon 6t 
will be discussed later. 

As suggested by Breitenbach, et al. (7) the area 
through which flow may occur between adjacent grids 
(i .e. , Yk, i+l/2 , Yk,i - l /Z) is taken as the area 
from which flow emanates . Breitenbach, et al. found 
such a technique to better simulate problems in which 
either a seepage face or irregular lower boundaries 
exist than does the mean flow area indicated by equa
tion (A-8) . Thus, equation (A-8) becomes 



(A-9) 
K 

~ith this simplification, equation (A-9) would be ex
pected to give an accurate solution ~nly_when the ~if
ference between Yk for adjacent gnds l.S small IH th 
respect to Yk (i . e ., small gradient or large number 
of grids) . 

Since both Yk and Ys are functions of the 
dependent variable, Y, equation (A-9) remains non
linear. If the time i n increment, At , is sufficient
ly small that 

IYt+ t - Ytl << yt (A-10) 

then Y~+At may be taken as Y~ , 
t t-At · h · l and H as Hs w1t l1tt e error . 

(A-9) 5 may be written as 

lt~+At as H~ , 

Then equat ion 

. (Y~ + Ht . ) (Y~ +lt _ yt•At) _ 
l+l k,t•l 1+l l 

(Y~ + Ht . )(Y~· ' t _ \ t+ .:.t ) = 
1 1-.,1 l l - 1 

(A-ll ) 

If q is a constant with time and space, the super
script and subscript may be dropped . The coefficients 
representing Yk can be expressed as known constant s 
at any given time step, such that 

t t 
cl • v . 1 + ~- . 1 l + ··k.l+ 

(A-12) 

and 

c2 = v~ + ~.i CA-13) 

Expanding equation (A-ll ) and col l ecting l ike terms 
gives 

C yt+At 
(Cl + c2 

~Ax2 t+At C yt+At - + Kl\t ) Y. + 
1 i + 1 1 2 i - 1 

~Ax2 (Ht . - y~ _ Ht~At) Ax2 
(A-14) Kiit S,l 1 51 -T q 

Thus, the differential equation has been approximated 
by a finite-difference equation reduced to a linear 
equation with three unknowns . 

Boundary and Initial Conditions 

The entire flow system is described by N-2 equa
tions of the form of equation (A-14), with ~here
tofore unknown values of Y. Thus, at least tt>O va
lues of Y must be specified. The outflow boundary 
condition, v1 , is predetermined and held constant 
with time at the value Yd, thus simulating a con
stant tailwater level in the outflow ditch. 

The desired boundary condition at i = ~ is t hat 
of a zero flux boundary, since this point represents 
the centerline between parallel drains . To achieve 
this no flux boundary between i = N and i = N-1, 
the Darcy f l ux, Q must be zero, i.e . 

QN-1/ 2 • K yk ,N (ay) " 0 . (A-15) 
ax N-1/2 

This zero flux can be achieved by setting any one of 
the terms to zero. Since K is assumed to be a con
stant, and YN is not known a priori, the flow area 
term is used to s et the no flux boundary in FLODF. 
Since the flow area was taken as the area from which 
flow emanates, then 

y + It • 0 
~ K.,N 

(A-16) 

is a sufficient no-flux boundary condition, and the 
absolute value of YN is irrelevant . 

In each case presented, t he init ial condition is 
that of a level water table, i.e., aYi/ax = 0, (i 
2, N-1). tdth v1 = constant, t > 0 . Because of the 
method of linearization used t o develop equati on (A-
14), and the large initial gradients for small i, 
the solution is expected to be least accurate at 
early times. 

The volumetric source term in equat ion (A-14), 
where applicable, is the rate of percolation through 
the unsaturated region, taken positive downt~ard. 
Thus, the source term serves as a pseudo-boundary 
condition of uniform flux for this one-dimensional 
problem . 

Solution Technique 

Since equation (A-14) is linear in Y, and the 
entire flow system can be described by N-2 such equa
tions in N-2 unknowns , the solution at any succeed
ing time can be obtained directly, without resort to 
iterative techniques. FLODF utilizes a Gaussian eli
mination solution to the matrix equation 

ICI IYI • IRI (A- 17) 

where ICI is the coefficienL matrix, IYI the solu
tion matrix, and IRI the matrix of coefficients re
presenting the right-hand side of equation (A-14). 

For this one-dimensional problem, the coeffi
cient matrix is a tri-diagonal matrix of dimension 
(N-2) x (N-2). The solution sub-routine (GELIM) re
duces the matrix storage requirement to dimension 
(N-2) x (3), whi ch allows the use of a large number 
of grids . 

The number of grids required to give an accurate 
solution was evaluated by trial. Wher e t he gradients 
were largest (i.e., initial water level at the soil 
surface and zero ditch level), the solution was ob
tained for successively larger numbers of grids (i .e., 
smaller ~x). When any two successive solutions were 
obtained that agreed within three s ignificant figures, 
the grid size was considered sufficiently small. For 
tho problems studied here, 100 active grids ~N=l?2) 
were sufficient to satisfy these accuracy cr1ter1a. 

A similar analysis was performed to determine 
the optimum time increment between successive_solu
tions. Since the decline of the water table 1s ap
proximately linear with respect to lo~ time, the t ime 
increment is calculated by an equat1on of the form 
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AT • lObT (A-18) 

where b is a constant less than unity, and T is 
the total simulated solution time . By trial, it was 
determined that b • 0 . 25 satisfied the accuracy cri
teria described above, when the first solution was 
obtained at T = 1. Thus, solutions of the syst em 
were obtained to a simulated time of 107 i n only 29 
steps. This ability to use l arge val ues of At as 
drainage progresses is the major di fference between 
FLODF and the computer program developed by Hedstrom, 
et al. (1971) . 



Progr am FLODF .· 

The computer progr am is wr itten in Fortran IV , 
specifical ly for the Scope 3.3 compiler syst em of t he 
CDC 6400 comput er at t he Col orado St at e Univer sit y 
Computer Center , Fort Col l ins , Colorado . A Fort ran 

list ing of t his program , for the case of zero infi l
trati on, is present ed in this sect ion . Wher e t he in
filtrat i on rate is fini t e , the effective permeable, 
and satur at ed depths are calculated by a subroutine 
si mi l ar to program EFFECT, which i s al so pres ented . 

PROG~AM fLOPfllNPUT o0UTPUT tTAPES= INPUToTAPE6=0U TPUTI 
C EVALUATE TRANSIENT ~LOw TOWARD A f ULLY PENETRATINr, DITCH BASED UPON DUPU IT 
C -FORCHHE I~ER ASSU~PTIONS t CONSIDERING EffECTS Of CA~1LLAR Y PER~EA8ILITYIIOP=ll 
C A~U SATURATI ON<I OP=2 1 

co~~ON Yl 200 l t YP <2oO loYE !200lo SH I250 1oPH 1250lo SE t200lo SEP 1200lt 
l PHS I200 lt C~ < 20C o3l.Y~ISO Ol •TSO I SOO l oTTL1 50 0l • O TTI SO O I • RAT I SOOI 

RE an <, •l l Y I• Y loTL ,THtNAMlo NA~ 2 t N A~3 o CON 
f00M~T (4~ 1 0 . ~· 3A5t > l0.61 
~EAD I S o 2 l PHl,PBOG,PSDioSRoTToNC 

2 FnRMAT(5Fl 5 . 7oJSI 
RE .AOISo3 1 Oo l OP 

J FOD~AT(FJ 5 , 7ol4) 

C INPU T PA ~A MET ERS OEflNED AS f OLLOWS IDIMENS IONSI-
C 9= 1INJF0P"4 INF'ILTRATION RATF t POS ITIVE DOWNWARD IL/Tl 
C P~l = UL TIMATE DRAINA8LE POROS ITY !NDI 
C CO~~ SATURATED HYDR AULI C CONDUCTIVITY (LIT) 
C VI = INITIAL SATURATED THICK NESS ILl 
C Yl : DEP T'! Of WATE~ IN DITCH AT T.GT. O ILl 
C TL : DR AI N SPACING ILl 
C TH = TOTAL SOIL OEPT~ Ill 
C PSOG=BuSBLI NG PRESSURE HEAD IL l 
C PSDI =PORE SI ZE DISTRI BUTI ON INDE X- COREYS LAM~OA !NOI 
C TT = TOTAL SOLUTION TIME TO ~E S IMULATED <Tl 
C NC = NUM~ER OF G~ lO COLUMNS IN MODEL !NO) 
C NA~= F'tfTEEN CHARACTER DESCRI PTI ON Of SO IL USEO 
C TOP= CAPILLARY SI MUL ATION DESI RED 
C ~ = NO CAPILLARY EfFECTS 
C ! = PEP~EA8TLITY EFFECT S ONLY 
C 2= PERMEABILITY AND SATURATI ON EffECTS 
C SR = RfS I OUAL SATURATION INDl 
C ARR AY NAMES DEfiNED AS fOLLOWS-
C Y - WATER TABLE ELEVATI ON 
C YP - ~ATER TABLE ELEVATION AT END Of PREVIOUS TIME STEP 
C YE - EffECT IVE PERMEABLE HEIGHT 
C SH - ~ffECTIVE cA TURATED HEIGHT AS f UNCTION Of ELEVAT I ON 
C p~ - f f f ECTlVE ~ERMEABLE HEIGHT AS f UNCTION OF ELEVATI ON 
C 5£ - EffECTIVE SATURATEO HEI GHT 
C SEP - EffECTIVE SATURATED HEI GHT AT PREVIOUS TtME STEP 
C PHS - VALliE Of RIGHT- HAND SI DE Of fiNITE DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
C CM - VAL UE OF COEFfiCIENTS Of PRESSURE 
C YM - RELATIVE HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE AT MIDPOI NT 
C TSO - rRACT! ON OF DRAINABLE VOLUME REMOVED 
C TTL - TIMf. AT WHICH SOLUTION IS OBTAINED 
C QTT - CUM ULATIVE VOLUME DRAI NED 
C RAT - f LOW RATE 

Pl:lPH=PBOG*PHI 
f: l(P:0,25 
XI III= 1. 0/E XP •0.001 
I NX=XtN 

C CALCULATE TIME INCREMENT MULTI PLIER 
TC=I O. O••I EXP)-J . O 
NA=NC-2 

C <CALCULATE EFfECTIVE PERMEABLE HE I GHT AND E>fEC TivE SATURATED HEIGHTI 
CALL St<EF'IPBOG oPSDJ oSRI 
N(l =NC-1 
fN C=NA 
X=TL/1 2. 0*FNC I 
K=TH- Yl 
L=TH- YI 
>1(:1( 

FL=L 
C CALCULATE I NITIAL DRAINABLE VOLUME !DRAIN) 

I f <L·LT.l) L= l 
IF(I<.Ll.l) K=l 
Ql=TH- VI-fL 
Dr=TH-Vl-fK 
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DRAIN=T L•~~I•!Y l+SH ILI • O I•ISH<L•l)-SH ILll -Yl-SH (K l-UF• < SHIK +l l -
1 ')"i(l( ))) 12 . 0 

4 T=C . O 
OT= l · O 
t<T=O 
Tfi .AL=O . IJ 
JF(J OP . LT . 2 1 GRA I N =TL*PH J*(Yl-Yll12.0 
~I) ::: oJ • 

VIJLD=O.O 
YP ( l l =Y l 
" F" tl) :::(J . 

C CALCULA Tf. ~ATR IX CO~FFICIENTS <CM•RHS) 
00 <, ! =1· 20 1) 
Y f: (J) :::f'l , 

Y <I l =0. 
C"' I I • I I = 'J • 
("1(1 · ~ ) :::,; , 

C'-' I lo ~I::: (' . 

"'RH') CII=O.O 
y ( 1) ::: y 1 
WDlTE<6 t 6 l ~AM lt NAM2 o NAM3 t PBOG o PSU I• TL tTHoYltY}tCON t PH it NAt TTt Ot 

l OR A tt-l 
~ F"ORM~T(}H }, J OX•• Ut~UIT-FORCHHEIMEQ APPROXIMAliO~ TO TWO UIMENSION 

JAL FLOW TOWAHD DR Ai NS* Ill lOX . • SO IL IS •, J ASti l OX• • HUBBLE PRES 
?.c; • ..,E .~IJ = o,FS. h* CM• I lOX•• PORE S I ZE OI ST. I NDEX = * t FS.2 t I 
J l 0 ~ · 0 DRAIN SPACING ::: •oFS. Ot ° CM• I l OX t* SO IL ~EP TH = 0 tF6.0o• C 
~M• I l OX. • INITIAL WT THICKNESS = 0 t FS . Ot° CM• I lOX•• OITCH LEVEL 
S = o , ~S . O •* C~• I !OX,• HYOPAULIC CONDUCTIV I TY ::: *•El2 . 3t• CMISEC • 
o l H. x. <> POQOSITY ::: 0 tFS . 3 I l OX• • NO . COUJ~N!:> = *olS I l OX •* TOTA 
7L ~OL t lT i nN TIME = • •El2 . 3 t• SEC• I 10X t 0 !~FILTRATION RATE = * tE l l 
._ , .,. . o C:III <;EC• I lOX . • ORAI NABLE VOLUME = 0 • f l2 . 3 t <> ML* l 

S TF C I :::<;11 NONE 
ST~ Cl=5l-l 
JF!)QP . En . l . OQ ,JOP . E0 . 2 1 STECl =SH ~ERM 
I~ t (OP . FQ. ? I STEC2::: 5 11 - SAT 

W,) lf £ <'> • 7 l STECl . STEC2 
7 FO~~AT(} h •l OA • + PARAMETERS OF UNSAT . FLO~--• • 2AS Ill) 
~ 

1 
) (' 

11 
If' 

l 1 

· ~ 

t<T:::r< T•I 
IFC T. FI) . O. Ol 
I F C J ()0 , £1) . 2 ) 
Otl 1'3 I::: 1 • NC 
IF ( I OP . F.O. ll 
n · t 1 >=O . 
<:;f <[) :::O . 
C. EO <I) :::1) • 
CO'JT I •-.J ll E 
1)0 I"' J:::J • NA 
0HC:, (J) :::•). 

C"' I J • ?. l =(\ . 

GO TO 23 
14,1 0 

12 .11 

C•• I J • 1 l =I Y C J I • Yf C J l + Y C J • I l • YE C J +I) I 12.0 
C~ ! J t ~ l = !Y(J+ll•YE!J•Il•Y< J•21 •YECJ • ~ ))/2 . 1) 
! FIJ . E9 . J . OQ .J.EO . ~ Al 15 tl 8 

I S IFI J oE'l . NAl 16• 17 
1 ~. f"M C.Jt :> l =o . 

c;o TO 18 
17 C''<Joll = Y<J•ll+Y( J) 

Q~S(J l =RrlS CJl- CM( J tli•Yl 
c~<J · ? > = c~<Jt2> -c~c J.l> 
C"~ < J• 1> ==o . o 

1 ~ C4 C J t 2 l =CMCJ t 2 l -CM(Jtll -C~IJt 3 1- x••2•PHI I<CON*0T l 
o~c; ( Jl= RHS (Jl•PHJox• • z•CSEIJ•JI-YP (J+li - SEP <J• ll liCCON•DTI - X**2*0 

2 1 CON 
1'-J CONTINUE 
20 CAL L Gf.LJM(NA.CM oRHSl 

DO 21 J= 2 •r~C l 
Sf.O (Jl =SE CJ) 
Y(Jl=PHS <J-11 
I F ( Y I.J I • G T. T HI Y I J l = T H 

21 CO~IT 1 NUF. 
Ylt-~Cl=YI ~Cll 

22 T= T•IH 
Y'l=YE<? I 
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23 DO 25 l=i? •NC l 
lf"ll . GT. o. OI GO TO 24 
FlY= TH-YI 
IY=fiY 
[FIJY, GT. 24Q I 1Y=249 
IFIIY.LT.ll IY=l 
VP ( J) : yt 

SEP (II=SH IIYI 
VOLP=~OLP • X*IYPI I I • SEP IIII*PH I 
YIIl=YP(T) 

i?4 FlY= TH-Y II l 
lFI IOP.LT ·ll GO TO 25 
JY::f"IY 
fY::IY 
coop: TH- YI I l - FY 
IFIJY.LT .\1 IY =l 
Y£111= PHIIYI• COPR* IPH IIY•li-PH II YII 
IFCIOO.LT.21 GO TO 25 
SE IJl :: S~l lYI• CORR*I SH IIY+li-SHI IYII 

2S CONTINUE 
YINCI=YI"'C l l 
YPINCI:: Yp iNCll 
YE'INCl::Y EINCll 
IFIT.(~ . Q.OI GO TO 9 
QT=CON*DT*IYP 121•Yli*IYI21-Yli/X 
SO= SO • QT 
VOL=O . 
DO 2b l=~ • NCl 
YP I I I =Y I I I 

?6 VOL= VOL • PHI *CSE! II•YIIII*X 
~~L:: VOLP- VOL-OT•O• DT• O. S•TL 
TI:~AL= TBAL • BAL 
VOLP=VOL 
QVflL= t!AL/V0L 
RATE= OT /IH 
'fY!K TI= I YINCli-Yli iiYI-Yl l 
TS~ I ~TI= S~IORA IN 

TTLCK Tl = T 
QTT II< Tl = SO 
RATIKTl=RATf 
DT :: T•TC 
KTHI=IIK T-1 1/INXI *! NX - KT+l 
IFIKT~l . [O . O l 27 t 32 

?.1 WQI TEI~t 28 1 BAL tTBALt~VOL 
2R FOO~A T il H-, • BALANCE ERROR THIS TIME STEP = • EI5 .3 I * CUMULATI 

lV~ E~ROR = • El 5.3 I • ~ALANCE ERROR RELATIVE TO VOL STORAGE ~ 0 

2E I c:; . 3 Ill 
wPlTEI6 • ?91 T 

24 f OOMATi l H-•20X t *WA TER TABLE ELEVATIONS AT TIMl~ Fl S.Z//1 
00 30 I = 1 • "'C • l 0 
JJ:: I•9 

30 WRJTEib t 3 ll IYIJ I• J:: J,JII 
31 f"OOMAT tl H tl OF l 0 . 31 
3?. CONTINUE 

IFIT . LE .TT l GO TO 8 
WRJTEC6t331 

33 FORMATI1Hlt 5X t *TIME* t8Xt*Y/YO VOL DRAI N REL VOL FLOW RATE * 
l I SX ,• CSECI• tl 9X t* ML DRA I NED ML/SEC • /) 

WQ ITE c I), 34 1 ( I TTL C I l t Y"' C I I t OTT C ll t TSO I J l • RAT C J I J t I:: 1 tK Tl 
34 FOR~ATilH ,zx, S IEll.Zil 

END 

SUQROUTI NE GEL IMCNAtCtRI 
C SUBROUTINE FOR SOLVING A TRI DIAGONAL MATR I X BY GAUSS IAN ELIMINATION. C IS THE 
C COF.FF ICIENT MAT~ I X HAVING NA UNKNOWNS . R IS THE SOLUTION MATRI X. NO ROW 
C INTERCHANGF. IS PROV I DED. 

DI ~ENSION C I 200 . 31,~C2001 
Cl loli=Cilo21 
CINA t 3I =O• 
C! lt 31= f. (lt 3 1/C C1,2l 
Rill = RIP ICC lo 2 l 
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DO 2 t = ? , 11g 
l fi CIItll · EQ . Q. Ol GO TO 
Cll t 2 l = Cllt2 l / CI I , l l 
CII •3l= CII t 3 l / CI I. l l 
R I I I =R I J I / C I I, l l 
Cl l •2l= r. <t -lt 31-C!I t 2 1 

1 C<t • J l = - CI I t 31/C! Tt 2l 
2 R( Jl=IR <t - l l-RI II I /C II t 2 1 

00 3 J= Zt NA 
K= NA-J+ t 

3 R l ~l=R I Kl -C IK o 3 l*RC K+ l l 
RETURN 
END 

SU9ROUTI NE SKEF !PBoG, PSDit SR I 
COMMON Y! 2001 t YP 1 200 i o YE I 200l t SH I 250 l t PH 1 250 l ~ SE ( 200 l , SEP 1 200 lt 

l RHS I 200 l. C~ ! 200 o3 ) ,Y~I 500 l•TSQ I SO OI •TTL!SO O l tOTI ISOO I, RAT ! SOOI 
O t~ENSION SAT I 250 ) 9 PER~ I 250 l 

C SUeROUTf Nf TO CALCULATF. EffECTI VE SATURATED HEIGHT AND EFfECTI VE PERMEABLE 
C HEIGHT wHEN l ~fi L TRATtON RATE IS ZERO . 

WRJTE fl, t 61 
00 1 t = 1 • 250 
SAT ( Il =l,O 
PERMIIl =l · O 
IPI3=PBOG 
F'P=IP~ 

IF IPBOG- fP , GT. O. S l IPB=I PB+l 
IP= I PB• l 
00 2 J =l P• 250 
FJ:J 
PEP~IJ I = IP906/ fJ ) o•( 2.0• 3. 0*PSDil 

2 SATIJl = SR•( l . O- SRI 0 1PeOG/f J I • • PSD I 
r>O 3 1( : l • i?SO 
fK::K 
SH IKI =fK 

3 PH ItO ::f K 
r>o 4 L= Jo , zso 
SHI Ll = SHIL-l l • O. S• ISATI L-ll•SAT ILll 

4 PH ILl = DHIL- ll+Q ,SoiPERMIL-l l•PERMIL ll 
~P J TE ! 6 t 5 1 ((f,PER~ I I l, SAT I II , PHi ll• SHi lli.I = l• 2S0l 

S FOR~ATi l H ol 3X o l3 t ~X t 2E l 0 . 3 t 4X • 2E l 0 . 3 1 
~ f 0RMATI1 Hl tl 0X t • CAP PRESS HEL PERM Eff SAT Eff PERM HGT Ef 

lF SAT HGT * / /) 
RETUR•I 
EIIIO 
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~R0G~AM FfFECJ((NPUT t OUTPUT oT APE5=1NPUT ,TAPE6rOUTPUTl 
CO~MON FINTtlOOOl t FENT<lOOO), fLN T<lOOOl 

C PROGRAM EVALUATES EffECTIVE PERMEABLE AND SATURATED HE l GM fS AS A fUNCTION Of 
C ELEVATI ON• THEN CALCULATES SURfACE PRESSURE AND u~PTH OF AERATED ZONE fOR 
C GIVEN WATER TABLE DEPTH . 

l ~EA1) ( 5 ,2l QOOT tPETA oSLMD 
2 FORMATI3Fl0 .4l 

WRI TEt6oS00 l PETA 
500 FOOMAT( 1Hlt * ETA = • , F10 .1) 

0t~~EG= 0.00001 
EPS=1 . 00 l 
IFtQOOT.F.G.O.Ol GO TO 112 
CALL INT~GR t QDOTo SL MDt PETAoEPS , QNEGl 

11~ ZS=I . O/t i. O- QOOT l 
ll'J READt5 tllll H.SA 
Il l FORMATt2F 10.4l 

lftH.EO . O.Ol GO TO 1 
IF<H. Lf.ZSl 3o4 

3 HE<;=H 
HE~=H 

HS=O. 
PSUR=H/ZS 
IF' tQDOT . f:Q,O .Ol PSiJR=H 
GO TO 100 

4 IF tQDOTl 5t6t7 
b H~K= (PETA-H••t1 . 0-PETA))/tPETA-1.0J 

HES= tSLMD- H*•tl.O-SLMOl l/tSLM0-1 .01 
HS= H- SA•*!-1. 0/SLMDl 
I>tHS .LT .O . Ol HS=O . O 
PS\.IR= H 
GO TO 100 

7 f.Q= tEPS•ODOTl **(-l.O/PETAl 
![Q; IOO.*EQ 
ZOP= ZS • FlNTtiEOI 
(FtlDP,GT . H) 9t l0 

9 DO 11 J=! OO,IEQ 
IF!F I ~Tt J l, GT.<H-ZS ll l2o11 

12 FJ=J 
PSUR=FJ/100 . 
HEK= ZS • >EN TtJl 
HfS: 7S•FLNTtJl 
GO TO I 3 

11 CO"lT INUE 
GO TO 13 

10 HEK= ZS + EPS*OOOT• tH-ZOPl • FENTtJEOl 
HES= ZS• <tEPS*ODOTl**(SLMD/PETAll*tH-ZDP l+ F'LNT(J[Ql 
PSUR= EO 

IJ SAL= SA••t-1. 0/SLMOl 
ISAL=SAL•lOO. 
SL A= SA*•<PETA/SL MDl 
lF< EPS*OOOT .GE.SLA l 15, 16 

1 ~ HS=O • 
GO TO 100 

16 HS= H-ZS-FINT<ISAll 
GO TO 100 

S ZOP= H-Zc; 
PLIM=QNEG**t -1.0/PETAl 
IF!PLI~ . GT.10.0J PLIM=10 o0 
L1"1P= PLT M*lOO. 
IFilOP,GT.FINTtLI MPl l GO TO 101 
DO 1 1 I= l 0 0 , LI ~p 
IF t FINTt yl . GT.ZDPl l8 tl7 

18 HEK= ZS + Ff.NT<Il 
HE.S= ZS + FLNT C U 
FJ=I 
PSIJR= FJ/100.0 
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SAL: SA&&( -1. 0/ SLMPl 
ISAL>:SAL <> I OO . 
HS: ~-7.5-fiNTII SALI 
GO TO lO ll 

1 1 c:o~n 1 "'ll f. 
100 WP ITEI ~ • 20l O~OT o H , H[K t HES o PSUR,HS 

? t, I'"ORI'ATIIH- ,• 1) • . = &,FJ 0 .4/ • H. = * oFl0.4/ * Hf' (K)= *tfl0.4/ * 
lH~ ISl = *• Fl 0 . 4/ • SCALED CAP PRESS . AT SURfAtE : *oF10 .4/ • UPP 
2E~ ••FlQ . 4 , *I SCALEDl IS BELOw CR ITI CAL SATURATi oN• /Ill 

(,0 TO 11 0 
101 - RITE( 6 , 2 l l OOOTtH 
21 FOR~ATII ~-,o 0.= •,Fl0.4/ • H. •,Fl0 . 4/ • THIS FLUX RATE CANNOT 

I R> ATTAI NED AT T~!S DfPTH• ///1 
GO TO 11 0 
E~JO 

SU~ROUTINE INTEGRIQDOT . SLM O, PETAtEPS , QNEGl 
cou~ON F JNTilOOOit~F.NTilOOOl•FLNTilOOOl 

C suqROUT I ~ IE QES IGNEO T0 SOLVE•BV S IMPSONS RULE • THE INTEG~ALS NECESSARY FOR 
C EV ALUATIO~! OF THE Vr.R I OUS EFFECT IVE HE I GHTS . 
C 0~0T = 'CALEO FLUX RATE , POSITIVE DOWNWA RD 
C 'L~O = NE~ EXPONENT OF S-PC RELATION 
C PETA = ~EG EXPONENT OF K-PC PELATION 
C FINT = AR~A UNDER DP./11-Q. P.•*PETAl • INCREMENTS Of P .=.Ol 
C >EN T = ~RfA UNOER OP.ICP.•*PETACl-O.P.••PETAil 
C >LNT =AREA UNDER DP . /CP.•*SLMDCl-O . P.•• PETAil 
C ~PS = ARR ITRARY COEFFICIENT TO DETERMINE HOW CLOSE Q APPROACHES C£ 
C llEfORE AS~IJM[ Q=CE I IN PEROCL AT ION! 
C !JNEG = QDO T wHI CH I S ASSUMED NEGLI GIBLE I JE,CuT0FF FOR UPwARD FLOW 
C INTF:GRAT I O~il 

IFLAG=O 
00 I l=l t! OOO 
FltlTIII=O· 
F'PJT C I I =0 • 
~'" L ~IT ( T I=() • 
lfi'IOOTI 3 ,3, ? 

; PLf~=IEPS•ooor >• • c -J . otPETA > 

GO TO S 
3 PLI~= ONF.G••C-1.0/PETAI 

IFI PL!u . r, T.I0.) 4 , 5 
.. Dt TM=}O. 

! Fl. Au= I 
'- CI)NTINUE 

DEN= l. ~/1 1. 0 -0DOTI 
L!MP=lOOO . *PLJ M 
SO = OE"' 
PO : l)fN 

>I) = DEN 
ss t= o. 
SF I= •) . 
SK I = IJ. 
D0 7 ! = l00 2 •Ll~P , 2 
FI= I 
P[)l')l: f'l/ 1000 . 
POE = PDOT••PETA 
PDf. l =IPO~T- . 0011° 0PETA 
F' 2= 1. 01 11.0-QDO T*~DE I 
>i= 1 .0/C l. O-~OOT*PDEll 
P?= F2/PI)[ 
PI= F1/PDEI 
S? :F>/CP~OT••SLMDl 
Sl =f l / II PDO T-.OOll**SLM0 ) 
S> l = I) . Oo l • IF0 •4 . 0+F l•F2l/3 . 0 • SFl 
SS I= O . Ool•IS0•4.0~S l•S21/3.0 • SS l 
~V.J:O . OOI 0 ! P0 •4 . 0•P l•P21/~.0 + SKl 
•o=F2 
50 =52 

·p r, :P::> 

J=T/ 10 
IF(J 0 10 . EO . I l 6,7 

,.., '")NT I J): .:)F'I 
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F"J::•.JT (J I = SK 1 
F"UH < J l = 551 

7 CO~T I NUE 
WRITEHa81 

,-

~ fO~MATtl H-o 20X t ~ INTEGRAL Of OP o/( l-OoPo*o2H**o*ETAI fOR VALUES 0 
lf p . ~// ) 

WRTTEt6o J2l 
L P-1P=L IMP/) 0 
00 Q J= l OOo LIMPolO 
F"I=J 
FI=Fl t l oo.o 
JJ=J+9 

9 WRITEt6tl01 FlttFINTCKitK=JoJJ) 
10 FORMATClH tfS .ltl0f. l2o41 

WJ<ITE<6•lll 
11 FORMATtlH-t20Xt~ I NTEGRAL Of DP.ItP.••2H**•*ETAtl- QoP.*o2H**o*ETAI 

1 fO~ VAL UES Of P o*// ) 
\oiPITE 16 ol 2l 

12 F"0PMAT()~ tl1 Xt *oOO*o9Xo*.Ol*o 9X o*.02*o9Xt*oC3*t9Xo*o04*o9Xt*o05*t 
19x . ~ . 06*t 9X •*~ 07*t9Xo* .08*o9Xo* . 09• 1 
00 13 J=lOOoLI~PtlO 

F"!=J 
Ft=flt l oo . o 
JJ= J+9 

13 WRITEI6t]01 FiotFENTIKioK:JoJJ I 
WIHTE 16 o14) 

14 f ORMAT< 1H-o 20X t* I NTEGRAL OF OP .I(Po *t2H**•*LAMdOAtl-OoP o*t 2H**•*E 
1TAl FOR VALUES OF Po* //) 
WRTTEI6 t\ 2 l 
00 15 J; JQO,LIMP•lO 
FJ =J 
FI= FI/ 100 .0 
JJ=J+9 

15 WRITE <6 • J0 l F}t(FLNTtK itK=JoJJI 
IFIIFLA G. EQ . OI GO TO 17 
WP.ITE<6 · ~61 

16 fORMAT( ) ~ , •ABOVE TABLES INCOMPLETE- MAX ELEVATI ON AT WHICH Q. CAN 
1 EX IST NOT REACHED• /1 

} 7 WRTTE16t1 8 1 QOOTtSLMDoPETA 
l R f ORMATi l H ,o FOR AROVE THREE TABLES•* I * Q. =*ofl0.4 I * ETA 

l =•tf l 0.4 I * LAMBUA=*tf l 0o4///) 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX B 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOILS AND FLUID 

Soil Properties 

Table B- 1. Propert ies of soils used in experimental 
models . 

Parameter Units Poudre Sand Hygiene Sand 

k \.1 2 12 . 7 35.6 

Pb/pgl em 19.0 5.7 

A none 1 .6 1.6 

~e none 0. 348 0.288 

1with Phillips core test fluid. 

Fluid Properties 

Two hydrocarbon liquids were used i n the experi
ments . The f irst, Phillips core test fluid2 was used 
in al l transient experiment s. This fluid i s no longer 
available, and has been replaced by Soltrol 1303 
a si~ilar branch chain paraffin . The pertinent pro~ 
pert1es of both are presented in Table 8-2. 

41 

Tabl e B-2 . Properties of hydrocarbon fluids . 

Temp . 
oc Core Test Fluid Soltrol 130 

Viscosity, Densi ty, Viscosity , Density, 
lJ p lJ f) 

centipoi se gm/ml cp gm/ml 

20 .0 1.589 0 . 7582 1 .417 0.7536 
22 .0 1. 524 . 7569 1 . 374 . 7523 
24.0 1.468 . 7556 1. 330 . 7511 
26 .0 1.414 . 7542 1. 286 . 7498 
28 . 0 1 . 362 . 7529 1 . 243 . 7486 
30 .0 1. 315 . 7515 1 . 200 . 7474 

2•3Both are products of Special Products Division , 
Phil l ips Petroleum Company, Bartl esville , Oklahoma. 
Brand names are mentioned only for t he convenience of 
the reader and do not i mpl y endorsement by USDA, Agr i
cultural Research Service or by Colorado State Uni 
versity. 
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APPENDIX C 

COMPUTED SATURATION PROFILES 
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Figure C-1. Saturation profile as a funct ion of n for a range of vertical fl ux. 
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APPENDIX D 

SCALED EFFECTIVE PERNEABLE AND SATURATED llciGIITS 

1.4 1.4 
q. =0 7]=4 q.=-.001 

6 

v 
10 

r_ 7]=4 

6 

v 
10 

1.1 1.1 

1.0 1.0 I 

0 2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10 
H. H. 

1. 5 1.5 

q .=-.0 1 

1.4 1.4 

Hk. H k. 

1.3 1.3 

1.2 1.2 

1.1 1.1 
0 2 4 6 

H. 
8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10 

H. 
Figure D-1. Scaled effective permeable height as a function of scaled water table depth for a range 

of vertical flux. 
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Figure 0-2 . Scaled effective saturated height as a function of scal ed \•rater table depth for a range 
of vert ical flux . 
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APPENDIX E 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

100 
Poudre Sand 
Yd/0=0 

E 80 q. = -.0186 
0 

' 
Numerica l Solution 

c: 60 0 

0 
> 40 
Q,) 

w 
20 

0 ~--~~----~----L-----L-----L-----U 
0 100 200 300 400 500 GOO 

Distan ce fro m Dra in - em 

Figure E-1. Comparison of experimental data and numerical results for steady flow, Yd/0 0, q. =-0.0186, 
Poudre sand. 

100 Poudre Sa nd 

E 
Yd/ 0= 1/3 

0 80 q . = -.0186 
' c 
0 

0 
60 

> 
Q,) 

40 w 

20 

0 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

Distance from Drain - em 

Figure E-2 . Comparison of experimental data and numerical r esults for steady f l ow, Yd/D • 1/3, q. =-0.0186, 
Poudre sand. 
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q.=-.0311 
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600 

Figure E-3. Comparison of experimental data and numerical results for st eady flow, Yd/D 2 0, q. =-0.0311, 
Poudre sand. 
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Figure E-4 . Comparison of experimental data and numerical results for transient f low, Yi/D = 1/3, Yd/0 • 0, 
Poudre sand. 

Figure E-5. 

Figure E-6. 
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Comparison of experimental data and numerical r esults for transient 
Poudre sand. 
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Comparison of exper imental data and numerical results for transient 
Poudre sand. 
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Figure E- 7. Comparison of experiment a 1 data and numerical results for t.ransient flow , Y i/D 1/3 , Yd/D 0, 
L ~ 366 em, Hygiene Sand . 
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Figure E- 8. Comparison of experimental data 
Hygiene sand. 
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Figure E-9 . Comparison of experimental data 
Hygiene sand. 
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Figure 1:-10 . Comparison of experir.tental data and numerical rc:;ults for tr:lnsicnt flo,~, Yi/D 1, Yd/ D • 11, 
l!ygiene snnd . 
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1/3 , L = 732 -.:m , Hygiene :;and . 
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APPENDIX F 

RESULTS OF N~1ERICAL ANALYSES 

Table F-1 

Equilibrium Water Table Profile, 

Y/D,. 0, q. = - . 001. 

Dist ance ll'ater Table Height 

from 
No Cap . 11 = 6 11 .. 6 n . 4 n = 6 n . 10 n = 6 

Drain Flow Pb/pg = 5 Pb/pg = 10 P/o& = 20 Pb/P g = 20 P/og = 20 Pb/pg = 40 

2 .5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 
47.5 6.7 4.0 3. 1 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.0 
97.5 9.4 5 .9 4 .4 3.1 3.2 3.3 2.4 

147.5 ll. 2 7.4 5.5 3. 7 3.9 4.0 2.8 

197. 5 12 .6 8 .6 6.4 4.2 4.5 4.6 3 .1 
247.5 13.7 9.5 7.2 4.7 4.9 5 . 2 3.4 
297.5 14 . 5 10 . 2 7. 7 5.0 5.3 5 . 6 3,6 

347.5 15.1 10 . 7 8.2 5.3 5.6 5.9 3.8 
397.5 15.5 11. 1 8.5 5.5 5.9 6.1 3. 9 

447.5 15. 7 11.3 8.7 5.6 6.0 6.2 4.0 

497.5 15.8 11.4 8.8 5.7 6.0 6.3 4.0 
y 

a 
15.8 17.3 20.5 33.7 29 . 4 27.7 50 .8 

L 1000 
e 1094 1297 2131 1859 1752 3213 

Table F-2 

Equilibrium Water Table Profile, 

Y/D • 1/ 3. q . . -. 001. 

Distance Water Table Height 

from No Cap. 6 ll = ll = 6 ll • 4 1'1 = 6 1'1 " 10 1'1 = 6 
Drain Flow Pb/pg = 5 Pb/pg = 10 Pb/Pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg " 20 Pb/pg = 40 

2. 5 33.4 33 .4 33.4 33 .4 33.4 33.4 33 .4 

47.5 34.0 53.9 33.8 33.7 33.7 33.8 33/6 

97 . 5 34 . 6 34 .4 34.3 34 .1 34.1 34.1 33 .9 

14 7. 5 35.2 34 .9 34.7 34 . 4 34.4 34.5 34 . 1 

197.5 35.6 35.3 35.0 34.7 34 . 7 34.8 34.3 

247.5 36.0 35.6 35.3 34.9 54.9 35 . 0 34 .5 

297.5 36.3 35.9 35.6 35 .1 35.1 35 . 2 34.6 

347.5 36.6 36.1 35.8 35.2 35.3 35.3 34.7 

397 .s 36.8 36 .3 35 . 9 35 . 3 35.4 35.4 24.9 

447.5 36.9 36.4 36.0 35 .4 35.5 35.5 34.9 

497.5 36 .9 36 . 4 36.0 35 . 4 35 . 5 35.5 34 . 9 

y 
a 

36 .9 42.3 47.7 63.4 58.9 56.9 81.7 

L e 
1000 1647 215S 3411 3071 2916 4718 
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Table F-3 

Equilibrium 1\'ater Table Profile, 

Y/0 • '2/3, q. : -. 001. 

Uistance lvater Table !Ieight 

from No Cap . 6 = 6 .. -1 6 10 6 11 " n ~ r, . '1 = ., = 
Drain Flow Pbf~g" 5 Pb/pg = 10 Pb/~g = 20 Pb/~g "' 20 Pb/~g = 20 l'b/o& = 40 

2.5 66.7 66.7 66.7 66 . 7 66.7 6o . 7 66.7 

47.5 67.0 67.0 67.0 66.9 66.9 66.9 66.9 

97.5 67 . 3 67 . 3 67 . 2 67 . '2 67.2 67.2 o7.1 

147 '5 67.6 67.5 67.5 67.4 67 .4 67.4 67 . 3 

197 .5 67 . 8 67 . 7 67 . 7 67 . 5 b7.5 6/.1) 67.5 

247.5 68 . 0 67.9 67.8 67.7 67 .7 67 . 7 67.() 

297.5 68.2 68 .1 68 . 0 67.8 67 . 8 67 . S 67.i 

347.5 68.3 68 . 2 68.1 67.9 o7.9 67.9 67.8 

397 . 5 68.4 68 .3 68 . 2 68.0 68.0 68 .0 67 . 9 

447.5 68.5 68 .4 68.2 68.0 68 .0 68 .1 o7.9 

497 . 5 68 . 5 o8.4 68.2 68 . 0 68.0 68.1 67.9 
y 
a 68 . 5 i4.3 79 .9 96.0 91.-1 89 .5 1oo~ 

L e 1000 2075 2785 4369 3954 37i7 

* Indicates no aerated :one at center line 

Table F-4 

Equilibrium \\later Table Profile, 

Y/0 = 0, q . .. -.005. 

Uistance li:lter Table Height 

fr,..,m 
No Cap. n ,. 6 11 = 6 11 = 4 n • 6 1 = 10 ' : 6 

Drain Fl ov; Pb/pg • 5 Pb/pg .. 10 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/og = 20 Pb/cg • 20 Pb/Pg • .~o 

2.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3. 5 3.5 3.5 

47.5 15 . 0 11.4 9.3 6 .9 7.2 7 .4 5.6 

97.5 21.0 16 .7 13.8 9 .9 10.4 10.8 7 .5 

147.5 25.1 20.5 17.3 12 .4 13.1 13. 5 9.2 

197.5 28.1 23.4 19.9 14.5 15.2 15.8 10.6 

247.5 30 . 5 25 . 7 22 . 0 16 . 1 16.9 17 .5 11.8 

297 .5 32 . 3 27.4 23.7 17 . 4 18 . 3 18 .9 12.8 

347.5 33. 7 28 . 7 24 . 9 18.4 19 . 3 20 . 0 13 .5 

397.5 34.6 29.6 25.7 19.1 20 . 1 20 . 8 14 .0 

447.5 35.2 30 . 2 26.2 19 .6 20.5 21.2 14 .3 

497.5 25 .4 30.4 26.4 19.7 20.7 21.4 14 .4 

y 
3 

35.4 36.4 38 . 3 .J7. 9 44 . 5 43 .0 62.0 

L e 
1000 1030 1083 1355 1259 1216 1754 
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Tab l e F-5 

Equi librium \~ater Table Profile, 

Y/0 = l/3' q . .. -.005. 

Dist::mce Water Table l'cight 

from No Cap. 11 • 6 'l " 6 11 " 4 1'1 " 6 II . 10 11 . h 
Drain Flow Pb/pg ,. 5 Pb/p~ " 10 Ph/og = 20 Pb/pg " ~0 Pbh l! = ~0 P1/ It = 1n 

::!.5 :\3.5 33.5 33.5 33 . 5 33.5 33 . 5 33 . s 
47.5 36.6 36 .1 35 . 8 35.3 35.3 35.-l 3-1. s 
97.5 39.4 38.6 38.0 37.0 37.1 37.:! :>o.l 

1-17.5 41.7 40.7 39.8 38. I 38.6 31\.!l 37.2 

197.5 43.6 42 .4 41. 4 39.7 39.9 -10 . 1 :18 . ~ 

247 . 5 45 . 2 -13 . 8 42.7 •10 . 7 ·11. 0 ·I I. 2 .'i!.l.tl 

297.5 46 . <1 44.9 43.7 41.6 -11.9 -~~.1 ;; ~) . 7 

347.5 47.4 -15.8 44.5 ~:!. 2 12.6 42.8 Ill . .: 

397.5 48.0 <16.4 H.O 42.7 43.0 -13.3 -Ill.(> 

447.5 48 .4 ·16 . 8 45.4 43. (l ~ 3 .. > 43.(1 ·I 0. S 

497.5 48 .6 46 . 9 45.5 -13. l 43 .-1 -13.7 .\ (}, 9 

y 
::J 

48.6 52.9 57.4 71.3 (>8.2 65.3 88.5 

L e 
1000 1162 1-~? .) __ 1783 1683 1588 .!3 1 ~l 

Table F-6 

Equilibrium Nater Table Profile, 

Y,/D" '2/3, q . . -.005. 

Distnnce \'later Table lleight 

from No Cap. 6 11 • 6 " " 6 1 . 10 ll . h 'l • ll " 'l 

Dr:ti.n Flow Pipg • 5 Pb/og = 10 Pb/pg • ~0 Pb/P!! " ::!0 rb/"'g = 20 Pb/ r-g = -10 

2 . 5 66.8 66.8 66 .8 66 . 8 oh.l! 66.8 66.8 

47 . 5 68.3 68.2 68.1 67.9 67.9 68.0 67.8 

97.5 69.9 69.6 69.4 69 .I 69.1 69 .I 68.9 

147 . 5 71. 2 70.9 70.6 70.1 70.1 70 . 2 69.8 

197.5 72 .4 71.9 71.6 70.9 71. 0 71 .0 70 . 7 

247 . 5 73.3 72.8 72.4 71.6 71.7 71.8 71. 4 

297.5 74.1 73.5 73.1 72.2 72.3 72.4 71.9 

347.5 74 . 7 74. 1 73.6 72.7 7:!.8 72.9 72.4 

397.5 75.1 74.5 74.0 73.0 73.1 73.2 72 . 7 

447.5 75 .4 74 .7 74 .2 73 . 2 73.3 73.4 72 .9 

497.5 75.5 74.8 74 . 3 73.3 73 . 4 73.5 72.9 

y 
a 

75.5 80.8 86.2 100* 97.2 95.1 100* 

L 
e 

1000 1291 1545 2000 1918 

so 



Table F-7 

Equilibrium Water Tab le Profil e , 

YiD • 0 . q. " - . 01 . 

1'\iqancc \Vater Tnble lll.light 

from 
. '\o C:~p . -: . 6 r, ~ 6 I) " 4 r) a 6 11 . 10 11 . 6 

ll r a i n F 101~ ''t/fl!! 5 Ph/ pg " 10 Pb/og " 20 Pb/og = 20 Pb/pg "' 20 Pb/pg = 40 

J . 5 5 . 0 5 . 0 5. 0 5 .ll 5 . 0 5 . 0 5.0 

17.5 11. :; 17 ... ·1. 8 ll. J 11. 6 12.0 8.9 

!17 . s 29 . 7 :?5 . 2 :?1.8 16 . 5 17 . ~ 17. 7 12.5 

1-17. 5 ~5 . . l 30 . 7 :?7 . 0 20. 6 21. 5 22 . 2 15 .6 

l!l7 . s :;~.8 3.1 . 9 .')!. 0 24. 0 25 .0 25.7 IS . 1 

2 17.5 ~ .'\ , ~ :;s . ~ .')4 . 1 ~6.7 27 .7 28 . 5 :!0 . 2 

2!17 . :; -15.7 40 . 7 3o . 5 ~S . S 29 .9 30 . 7 21-S 

.>-17 . !i -17,6 42 .5 :>8 . 3 30 . 3 31. 5 32 . •1 23 .1 

::i!l7 . 5 IS .9 .13.8 39.5 31.4 32 . 7 33 . 5 24 ' 0 

1-17 . 3 ·19' 7 44 .6 -Ill . 3 32 . I 33 . 3 34. 2 24 . 5 

1!17 . 5 50 . 0 44.9 10 . 5 32 .3 33. 6 34 ' 5 24 . 7 

y iiO .O 
~I 

50.9 5:?.5 o0. 7 57 . 5 56.6 72 . 5 

I. 
~· 

l ()ll(l I OJR 1050 1214 1150 1132 1450 

Tab l e F-8 

l:u,u i 1 ihri um \la t er 'I abl e Profile, 

Y/11 = 1/3, q . = - ' 01. 

l>i sr ;an.:c 
\later Tahlo !Ieight 

f r om 
~0 Cap. . 6 = (> = ·1 = 6 n • 10 r) = 6 ,, I ,, r, 

llrain Flo" Ph/L.g ' l'b/. )( = 10 p h/r,j< " 20 Ph/r g " 20 Ph/ng w 20 f't/ P!I . .10 .) 

. . -. ,) ::;:;,7 :;:; . 7 ::;::; . 7 33 . 7 3.>. 7 33 . 7 33 . 7 

J7. :; 39.3 31! . 7 31! . 2 37 . ~ :>7 . 3 37 .4 36 .3 

!l7 . :; 11. () 1::i . 3 -12 ' 2 ll () . .l 40 . 7 411. !l 38 . 8 

1-17' 3 Ill, 7 -17 . 0 (15 .6 4.>. :? 43 ' 5 43 . 8 41.0 

I !J7 . 5 Sl . !l !ill . O -IR . 4 115 . s ·15. 9 46.2 , 2 . 8 

:17' 5 5 1. 5 s:; .-l 50 . 6 47 . 4 ·17 ' ~) 4S . 2 44 . ..\ 

~97 . 5 56 . () 54.3 52 .4 48.9 49.11 49.8 45.6 

317. 5 5R. I ss.s 53 . 8 SO . I 50 . 6 51. 0 116 . 6 

:;!)7.5 5!l.:? 56 . 8 5tl . S 50.9 51.5 51.9 <17.:; 

-1-17' s 59 .~ s 7 ' ·1 55 . 3 Sl.4 s~.n 52 .4 4 7. 7 

4!.17 . 5 60 . 1 57 .6 55.5 51.6 52.:! 52 . 6 47.8 

y 
a 

60 .1 63 . 6 67.7 80. 0 76 . I 7, . 7 !)5 . 6 

I. 
(' 

1000 lOR:; 1178 1454 136S 13:>7 J 7!)2 
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Table 
; 

F-9 

Equilibrium Water Tab l e Profile, 

Y/0 • 2/3 , q . . -. 01. 

Distance \~ater Table lleight 

from 
~o Cap. 6 11 = 6 11 = 4 1 = 11 .. 6 11 • 10 11 • 6 

Drain Flow Pb/pg 5 Pb/pg = 10 Pb/og = 20 Pb/og " 20 P/P& = 20 Pb/pg • 40 

~ . 5 66.9 66.9 66.9 66.9 66 . 9 66 . 9 66 .9 
47.5 70.0 69.7 69.5 69.2 69.2 69.2 68 . 9 
97 . 5 73 . 0 72.5 72 .1 71.4 71.4 71.5 71.1 

147.5 75 . 5 74.9 74.3 73.4 73.4 73 . 5 73.0 
197.5 77.7 76.9 76.2 75.0 75.1 75 . 2 74 .7 
247. s 79.4 78.5 77.8 76.4 76.5 76 .6 76.0 

297.5 80.8 79 . 9 79 .0 77.6 77 .7 77.8 77.2 

347 .s 81.9 80.9 80.0 78.5 78.6 78.7 78.1 

397.5 82 . 7 81.6 80.7 79.1 79 . 2 79 . 3 78 . 7 

447.5 83.2 82.1 81. I 79.5 79.6 79. 7 79.1 

497.5 83 . 3 82 . :! 81.2 79.6 79.7 79.9 79. 2 
y 

a R3.3 88.2 93.2 100* 100* 100* 100* 

L e 1000 1155 1303 

Table F-10 

Equilibrium Nater Table Profile, 

Y/D = 0 , q. = -.02. 

Distance \~ater Table I Ieight 

from 
No Cap. 6 11 = 6 11 = 4 'I " 11 .. 6 , = 10 11 • 6 

Drain Flo•" Pb/pg s Ph/pg = 10 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/og " 20 Pb/pg • 20 Pb/pg " 40 

~ . s 7.1 7 . I 7 . l 7 . 1 7.1 7.1 7. l 

-17.5 30.1 26.0 2:!.9 18.0 18.7 19.1 14 .4 

97.5 42.0 37.3 33.5 26.7 27 .7 28 .4 20.9 

147.5 50 . 2 45.3 41.2 33.4 34.6 35.4 26.2 

197. 5 56 . 3 51.3 47.0 38.6 39 . 9 110.8 30.5 

~4 7. s 61. 0 55.9 51.5 42.8 44.1 45.1 34.0 

297.5 64 .6 59 . 5 55.0 46 . 0 47.4 48.4 36.7 

347.5 67.3 62.2 57.6 48.4 49.8 50.8 38.8 

397 .s 69 .2 64.0 59.4 so. 1 51.5 52.6 40.3 

44 7. 5 70.3 65.) 60.5 51.1 52.5 53.6 41.2 

497.5 70.7 65 . 5 60 .9 51.5 52.9 54.0 41.5 
y 

a 
70 . 7 71.5 73.1 80.1 77.1 76.0 89. 9 

L 1000 e 1011 1034 1133 1090 1075 1271 
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Table F-11 

Equilibrium Nater T:Jble Profile, 

Y/D = l/3, q . = - . 02. 

Distance Water Table Height 

from No Cap. ., = 6 ., = 6 ., = 4 ., .. 6 !) = 10 ., = 6 
Drain Flow Pb/pg = 5 Pb/pg = 10 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg : 20 Pb/pg : 20 Pb/pg = 40 

2.5 34 .1 34 . 1 34 .1 34 . 1 34. 1 34 .1 34.1 

47.5 44.9 43.6 42 . 6 40 . 8 41. 0 41.2 ~9 . :? 

97.5 53 . 6 51.6 49 . 9 46 . 9 47.3 47 . 6 44 . 0 

147 . 5 60 . 2 57 . 8 55 . 7 51.8 52 .4 52 . 8 48 .1 

197 . 5 65.4 62 . 7 60 . 4 55 . 9 56.6 57 . I 51.5 

24 7. 5 69 . 5 66 . 6 64 . 1 59 . 2 60 . 0 60 . 5 54 .4 

297.5 72 . 7 69.7 67 . 1 61 . 9 62 . 6 63 . 2 56.7 

347 . 5 75 . 1 72.0 69 . 3 63.9 64 . 7 65 . 2 58 .5 

397 . 5 76 . 8 73 .6 70 . 8 65.3 66 . 1 66 . 7 59 . 7 

447 . 5 77.8 74 . 6 71.8 66 .2 66.9 67 . 6 60.5 

497 . 5 78.2 74 . 9 72 .l 66.5 67.2 67 . 9 60.8 

y 
a 78 . 2 81.0 84.2 95 .1 91.4 89 . 9 100* 

L e 1000 1044 1093 1~60 1204 1181 

Table F-12 

Equilibrium Water T:Jb1e Profile, 

Y/D • 2/3, q . = -.02. 

Distance Water Table Height 

from No Cap . 6 ., = 6 n = 4 n • 6 n " 10 n • 6 n = 
Drain F 1ov; Pb/og s Pb/ pg = 10 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 40 

2. 5 67 . 0 67 . 0 67 . 0 67 . 0 67 . 0 67 . 0 67 . 0 

4 7. 5 73.1 7:? . 7 72.3 71.6 71. 6 71.7 71.3 

97.5 78.8 77.9 77 . 2 76 . 0 76.1 76 . 2 75 . 6 

14 7. 5 83.4 82.3 81.3 79.8 79 . 9 80 .0 79.4 

197.5 87.3 85 . 9 84. 8 83.0 83.1 83 . 2 82.6 

24 7. 5 90.4 88 .9 87.6 85.8 85.9 86.0 85.4 

297.5 92 .9 91.3 89.9 88.1 88.2 88 .3 87.7 

347.5 94.8 93.1 91.7 89 . 9 90.0 90.0 89.5 

397.5 96 . 1 94.4 93. 0 91.1 91.2 91.3 90.7 

44 7. 5 96.9 95. 1 93.7 91.9 92.0 92 . 1 91.5 

497.5 97 . 2 95 .4 94 . 0 92.2 92.3 92 .4 91.8 

y 
a 

97 . 2 100* 100* 100* 100* 100* 100* 

L c 1000 
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Table F-13 

Equilibrium Water Table Profile, 

Y/D = 0, q. = -.01, L = 500 . 

Distance Water Table Height 

from No Cap. T1 "' 6 n = 6 n = 4 ~ = 6 T1 = 10 ~ .. 6 
Drain Flow Pb/pg = 5 Pb/pg = 10 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 40 

1. 25 2. 5 2. 5 2. 5 2. 5 2.5 2 . 5 2.5 

23.75 10.6 7.3 5. 8 4.3 4.4 4.6 3.6 
48.75 14.8 10.9 8.6 6 . 0 6 .3 6.5 .1.6 

73.75 17 . 7 13.5 10.8 7.4 7.8 8.1 5.5 

98. 75 19.9 15 .4 12. 5 8 .6 9.0 9.4 6.2 

123. 75 21.6 17.0 13. 9 9 . 5 10. 1 10. 5 6.9 

148.75 22.9 18.2 14.9 10.3 10. 9 11.3 7 .4 

173.75 23.8 19.1 15.7 10.9 ll . 5 12.0 7.8 

198.75 24 . 5 19.7 16.3 11.3 12.0 12 . 5 8.1 

223.75 24.9 20.1 16. 6 ll.6 12.2 12 . 7 8.2 

248 .75 25.0 20.2 16.8 ll. 7 12.3 12.8 8.3 
y 
a 25 . 0 26.2 28.9 40.3 36.5 34.8 56.7 

L c 500 524 578 806 730 696 1134 

Table F-14 

Equilibrium l~ater Table Profile, 

Y/D = 0, q. = - .01, L = 1500 

Distance Water Table Height 

from No Cap. 11 = 6 n = 6 ~ • 4 T1 " 6 ~ .. 10 l'l • 6 
Drain Flow Pb/pg 5 Pb/pg = 10 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 40 

3. 75 7.5 7 . 5 7. 5 7.5 7 .·5 7.5 7 . 5 

71. 25 31.9 27.8 24.6 19.5 20.2 2D . 7 15.6 

146.25 44.5 39 . 8 36.0 29.0 30.0 30.7 22 . 8 

221.25 53.2 48.3 44.1 36.1 37.4 38.2 28.6 

296 . 25 59.7 54 . 7 50. 3 41.8 43 . 1 44.0 33 . 3 

371.25 64.7 59 . 6 55.2 46.2 47.6 48.6 37 . 0 

446. 25 68.6 63 .4 58.9 49.7 51.1 52. 1 40.0 

521.25 71.4 66.2 61. 6 52.2 53 . 7 54 .8 42.3 

596. 25 73.4 68.2 63.5 54.0 55.5 56 . 6 4:>.9 

671.25 74.6 69 . 3 64 . 7 55 .1 56 . 6 57 . 7 44.9 

7~6. 25 75.0 69 . 8 65 .1 55 .5 57 . 0 58 .1 45.2 

y 
a 75 . 0 75.8 77 . 3 84 . 1 81.2 80.1 93.6 

Le 1500 1516 1546 1682 1624 1602 1872 
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Table F-15 

Decline of Water Table at Centerline. 

\ID = l/3, Y/D" 0. 

lvater Table Height 

No Cap. n = 6 n = 6 n = 4 n = 6 n = 10 n = 6 
Time Flow Pb/pg 5 Pb/pg = 10 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 40 

X 10 1.00 l. 00 . 99 .98 .99 1.00 . 97 

1.8 1.00 1.00 . 99 .97 .99 .99 . 96 

3.2 1.00 . 99 . 99 . 96 .98 . 99 . 94 

5.6 .99 .98 . 98 . 92 .95 .96 . 86 

X 10
5 

.98 .95 . 92 .81 .87 .89 . 71 

1.8 .92 .86 . 82 .64 .72 . 76 .so 
3 . 2 .82 .73 .66 .43 .53 . 58 .29 

5.6 .69 .56 .47 .23 .33 .38 .12 

1 X 10
6 

.53 .38 . 29 .08 .16 . 21 .03 

1. 8 .38 .22 .15 .01 .06 .09 .00 

3.2 . 25 .11 .06 .00 . 01 .03 

5.6 .16 .OS .02 . 00 .01 

X 10
7 

.09 .01 .00 .00 

t. 8 x 10"4 
35.0 47.0 62 . 5 157 136 00 

L c 1000 1140 1340 2090 1940 

Table F-16 

Decline of 1\'ater Table at Centerline, 

Y/D" 2/3, Yd/0 " 0 . 

Nater Table Height 

No Cup. n = 6 n " 6 n • 4 n • 6 n " 10 n • 6 
Time Flow Pb/pg " 5 Pb/pg " 10 Pb/pg " 20 Pb/pg " 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 40 

l X 104 
1.00 1.00 1. 00 . 98 .99 1.00 .91 

1.8 1.00 1.00 .99 .98 .99 .99 .89 

3.2 .99 .99 . 98 .94 .96 .97 . 82 

5.6 .97 .95 . 93 .83 .88 .91 .67 

l X 10
5 

.90 .86 .83 .67 . 74 . 79 .47 

1.8 .80 .73 . 68 .46 .56 .62 .28 

3.2 .66 .56 . 50 .27 .37 .44 .14 

5.6 .so . 39 .33 .12 . 21 .27 .04 

X 106 
.35 . 24 . 18 . 03 .01 .14 .00 

1.8 . 23 .13 .09 .00 .03 . 06 

3.2 .14 .06 . 03 .01 .02 

5.6 .08 .02 .01 .00 . 00 

1 X 10
7 

.OS .01 .00 

t. 8 x 10"4 17.6 19.7 22 . 5 23.2 26.2 29 .0 44.5 

L 
e 

1000 1040 1120 1140 1210 1280 1590 
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Table F-17 

Decline of Water Table at Center line, 

Y/D = 2/3, YiD = 1/3. 

Water Table Hei ght 

No Cap. n = 6 n = 6 Tl = 4 Tl = 6 Tl = 10 n = 6 
Time Flow Pb/pg = 5 Pb/pg = 10 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/j)g = 40 

X 104 1. 00 1.00 1.00 .97 .99 .99 . 83 

1.8 1.00 .99 .99 .96 . 98 .99 .80 

3.2 .99 .98 . 97 . 90 . 94 .96 . 70 

5.6 .95 . 92 .90 .76 . 82 .87 .so 
X 105 .86 . 80 . 76 . 55 .64 .71 .27 

1.8 .71 .62 .56 . 30 .41 .so .07 

3.2 .51 . 40 .34 .10 .21 .29 .00 
5 . 6 .31 . 21 .16 .00 .07 .12 

1 X 106 . 15 .08 .OS .01 .03 

1.8 .OS .02 .01 .00 .00 

3.2 . 01 .00 .00 

5.6 . 00 

t. 8 X 10-4 13.0 18.0 24.8 53.5 53.5 

L e 1000 1170 1360 2010 2010 "' 

Tabl e F-18 

Decline of Water Table at Centerline , 

\ID = 1, Y /D = 0 . 

\~ater Table Height 

No Cap. n = 6 Tl = 6 Tl = 4 n = 6 Tl = 10 Tl = 6 
Time Flow Pb/pg = 5 Pb/pg = 10 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 40 

X 104 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1.8 1.00 .99 .99 .98 .98 .98 .98 

3.2 .98 .95 .94 .91 .91 .92 .89 

5 .6 .93 . 85 . 80 .73 . 74 .76 .67 

1 X 105 .83 . 72 .64 . 48 .51 . 54 .37 

1.8 . 70 .57 . 49 .23 .34 .40 .12 

3. 2 .54 .42 .35 .13 .22 .28 .01 

5.6 .39 . 28 . 22 .04 .12 .1 7 . 00 

X 106 
. 26 .17 .1 2 . 00 .06 .09 

1.8 .16 .09 . 06 . 02 .04 

3.2 .10 .04 .02 .00 .01 

5.6 . 06 . 02 .. 00 . 00 

1 X 10 7 
.03 .00 

t. 8 X l 0-4 11.6 9 . 30 8. 70 9 .00 8. 80 9 . 30 10.6 

Le 1000 880 850 870 860 880 940 
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Table F-19 

Decline of Water Table at Centerline, 

Y. / 0 = 
1 1' Y/D = 1/3 . 

Water Table Height 

No Cap . 11 = 6 11 = 6 11 ; 4 11 = 6 11 • 10 11 .. 6 
Time Flow Pb/pg = S Pb/pg = 10 p /p g ; 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg " 40 b 

X 10
4 

1. 00 1. 00 l. 00 l. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 

1. 8 .99 .98 .98 .97 . 97 .98 .97 

3.2 . 97 . 94 .92 . 89 . 89 . 90 . 87 

S.6 .91 . 80 .7S . 66 . 68 . 69 . 61 

1 X 10S . 78 . 62 .52 . 3S . 38 . 41 . 26 

1.8 . 61 .45 . 34 .10 .16 . 23 .00 

3 . 2 .42 .28 . 19 . 00 . 06 .12 

5 . 6 . 24 . 14 . 09 . 01 .OS 

X 106 . 11 . OS .02 . 00 . 01 

1. 8 .04 .01 . 00 .00 

3. 2 .00 .00 

t.s x 10-4 
9 . 2S 7 .65 7.9S 9 . 6S 8 . 90 8.90 14.8 

L e 1000 900 910 1005 960 960 12SO 

Table F-20 

Decl ine of Water Table at Cent e rl ine , 

\ID = 1' Y/D = 2/3 . 

Water Table lleight 

No Cap . 11 = 6 !) = 6 11 ; 4 Tl = 6 !) = 10 n = 6 
Time r:low Pb/pg • S Pb/pg = 10 Pb/pg • 20 Pb/og • 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/Pg • 40 

X 10
4 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1.8 . 99 . 98 . 97 . 97 . 97 .97 .97 

3.2 .96 0 91 .89 .88 . 88 .88 .88 

5 . 6 . 88 . 74 .69 . 64 . 64 .64 . 63 

X 105 . 74 .49 .37 . 27 . 28 .~9 .26 

1.8 .53 .29 . 14 . 00 . 00 . 00 .oo 
3.2 . 32 .14 .03 

5.6 .15 . OS . 00 

X 106 .05 .01 

1.8 . 01 . 00 

3 . 2 . 00 

t. 8 x 10
4 

7 . 95 7 . 30 8 . 70 15.6 14.3 

L e 1000 950 1040 "' 1400 1340 "" 
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Table F-21 

Dec line of Water Table at Centerline, 

Y/D = 2/3, Y/0 = 1/3, L = 500. 

l~ater Table Height 

No Cap. , .. 6 11 = 6 , = 4 l'l " 6 11 = 10 11 = 6 
Time Flow Pb/ pg .. 5 Pb/ pg = 10 Pb/pg " 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 40 

1 X 104 0.98 0.96 0.95 0. 86 0.90 0.93 0 .64 

1.8 . 92 .88 .85 .68 . 76 .81 . 41 

3. 2 .81 . 73 .68 .44 .55 .63 . 18 

5.6 . 63 . 53 .47 . 21 .32 .41 .02 

1 X 105 .43 . 32 .26 . 04 .14 . 21 .00 

1. 8 . 24 .15 .10 . 00 .03 .08 

3.2 .10 .OS .02 .00 .02 

5. 6 .03 . 01 .00 .00 

X 106 .01 .oo 
1.8 .oo 

t. 8 x 10-4 3. 25 4.50 7. 10 13.2 6.6 

L e 500 590 750 1020 720 .. 

Table F- 22 

Decline of Nater Table at Centerline , 

y i/0 = 2/ 3, Y/D = 1/3, L = 1500. 

Water Table Height 

No Cap . 11 = 6 11 = 6 , z 4 , = 6 11 = 10 11 = 6 
Time Flow Pb/Pg • 5 Pb/pg • 10 Pb/pg • 20 l"b/pg • 20 Pb/pg • 20 Pb/pg = 40 

1 X 10 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 0. 97 0.99 0.99 0.83 

1.8 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 . 97 .99 .99 . 82 

3.2 1.00 1.00 . 99 . 96 .98 .99 .80 

5. 6 . 99 . 99 . 98 . 93 . 96 . 97 . 74 

X 105 .97 .95 .93 .83 .88 .91 .58 

1. 8 .91 .86 . 82 . 64 . 72 . 78 . 36 

3.2 .78 .70 .64 .40 .51 . 59 . 15 

5.6 .60 .49 .43 .17 . 28 .37 .08 

X 106 . 39 .28 .22 . 02 .11 .18 .oo 
1.8 . 21 .12 .08 . 00 . 02 . 06 

3.2 .08 .03 .02 .00 .01 

5.6 .02 .00 . 00 .00 

X 107 
.00 

t.B X 10 
-5 

3.00 4.00 5 . 35 12.0 6 . 0 

L e 1500 1750 2000 ... 2900 2130 (I> 
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Table F-23 

Decline of Water Table at Centerline 

Y/D = 1/3, YiD = 0, H s 
.. 0. 

l~ater Table lleight 

n = 6 n = 6 
Time Pb/pg = 20 Pb/pg = 40 

1 X 104 1.00 1.00 

1.8 1.00 1.00 

3.2 .99 .98 

5.6 .97 . 94 

X 105 . 91 . 83 

1.8 . 79 . 67 

3.2 .62 .47 

5. 6 .42 . 28 

1 X 106 . 25 .14 

1.8 .12 .06 

3.2 .OS .02 

5 .6 .01 .01 

X 107 .00 .00 

59 



KEY WORDS: Drainage, Aeration, Capillary Pressure, 
Saturation, Permeability, Steady Flow, Transient Flow, 
Water Tabl e. 

ABSTRACT : The effects of soil aeration requirements on 
permissible drain spacing were analyzed for both equilibrium 
and transient drainage problem. The presence of a zone of 
insufficient aeration above the water tabl e required that 
drain spacing must be narrower than is cal culated by classi
cal techniques if the plant root zone is maintained adequate
ly aerated. A one-di mensional model was developed to 
simulate drainage in soils where the f l ow and storage in the 
capillary region are significant. The contribution of the 
capil.lary region was described analytically in terms of the 
measureable soil properties and the rate of percolation to 
the water t able. Drainage tests conducted in a sand-filled 
flume confirmed t hat the numerical model adequately describ-
ed the total flow system. Further analyses were 
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cal techniques if the plant root zone is maintained adequate
ly aerated. A one-dimensional model was developed to 
simulate drainage in soils where the flow and storage in the 
capillary region are significant. The contribution of the 
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the water tabl e . Drainage tests conducted in a sand-filled 
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conducted using the numerical model to determine the effect s 
of bubbl ing pressure head pore-size distribution on the po
sition of the water table. These analyses showed that the 
water table is always lower than predicted by methods that 
ignore the capillary region. The lowering of the water ta
ble by the presence of the capillary region is increased 
by a higher bubbling presure, a wider distribution of pore 
sizes , and a larger percolation rate . It was shown t hat 
the region of inadequate aeration is always thicker than the 
amount by which capillary flow lowers the water table. As 
a result, the depth of aerated soil is always less than pre
dicted by the classical drainage equations. 

Drai nage Design Bas.ed Upon Aeration 
Harold Duke 
Hydrology Paper 161 
Colorado State University 

conducted using the numerical model to determine the effects 
of bubbling pressure head pore-size distribution on the po
s i tion of the water table. These analyses showed that the 
water table is always lower than predicted by methods that 
ignore the capillary r egion. The l owering of the water ta
ble by the presence of the capil l ary region is increased 
by a higher bubbling presure, a ~ider distribution of pore 
sizes, and a larger percolation ' r ate. It was shown that 
the region of inadequate aeration is always thicker than t he 
amount by which capillary flow lowers the water table. As 
a result , the depth of aerated soil is al ways less than pre
dicted by the classical drainage equations . 
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